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Abstract
This composition portfolio comprises eleven works presented in musical scores. In this
work, I will consider the migration of my workflow. Stemming from works based on a
pencil-and-paper based system to an OpenMusic Computer-aided Composition
environment outlining the shortcomings and advantages of each, and discussing the
various ways in which a digital workflow has influenced the intentions, impulses, and
ideations of a musical work. This examination is achieved through a comparison of the
music; by juxtaposing pieces composed through different workflows, questioning some
of the established paradigms of interaction between composers and technology and
addressing the technical and aesthetic considerations that arose in each work. It is through
this inspection of workflow that other concepts which encompass this research will be
examined:

computer-aided

composition,

dematerialisation,

composer-performer

collaboration, and symbology. Particular attention is given to discussion of the
development of graphic notation both in terms of the technical implementation, but also
as apart of my workflow.
The research aims to show how a composer's working environment has influenced and
permeated the compositional process of a musical work by reconstructing it from specific
elements and traces —studies, sketches, drafts, and kept digital elements. 1 The results of
this research —the knowledge of workflow as a potential subset of actor-network
theory— will be used in new works to achieve a deeper understanding and engagement
with the various elements, trends, and structures which make up each new composition.

The editions and outputs of the various software programs either as a digital file or in printed form
from a digital file.
1
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Introduction
1.1

Conceptual Framework

A briefly-blind Friedrich Nietzsche writes to his secretary Heinrich Köselitz, on his
Hansen Writing Ball:
Unser Schreibzeug arbeitet mit an unseren Gedanken.
Our writing tools are also working on our thoughts. 2
Friedrich Nietzsche 1882 (Kittler 1999: xxix)
We can infer from the above quotation the notion that how we write —and to another
extent create— influences our ideations. Johannes Kreidler argues in a presentation of his
composition software, COIT (Calculated Objects In Time), at Ultima Academy Oslo,
Norway that specific ideas not only require specific means to achieve them but that these

This quotation and translation is taken from Gramophone, Film, Typewriter by Friedrich A.
Kittler Translated.
2
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means also generate the ideas themselves (Kreidler 2012). 3 Kreidler was, of course, not
the only person to arrive at the formulation that media shapes music. 4 Another example
of someone else might be David Byrne, who, in his book How Music Works (2012), writes
about how the financial, instrumental, acoustic, and social situations influence musical
works (p.16). Exemplary accounts of a means generating an idea can be seen across the
history of music. By way of example, consider the use of distortion on guitars in popular
music; distortion was only made possible through the invention of vacuum tubes, which,
when the input signal exceeds its maximum output power, compresses the sound by
shearing the edges of the signal’s wave, resulting in signal limitations and inharmonic
frequencies. The timbral result from this unexpected consequence inspired many
guitarists —such as Link Wray with his song Rumble (1958), and Dave Davis on The
Kink’s You Really Got Me (1964)— to start experimenting with this new colour.
Another example could be attributed to Lester William Polsfuss, also known as Les Paul.
He made many contributions to the music industry, but his most significant development
was the invention in 1945 of what he called ‘Sound on Sound’, which allowed for several
tracks to be recorded in parallel. This breakthrough allowed, for example, Karlheinz
Stockhausen to conduct numerous experiments on electronic and spatial effects in the
WDR Electronics studio in Cologne. Stockhausen's Gesang der Jünglinge (1956) relies on
multitrack recording, which was made possible thanks to Les Paul's pioneering work. 5
Moreover, the compositional techniques and approaches of spectralism were only made
possible due to the spectrogram. Gerard Grisey was famously inspired to write his major
work, Partiels (1975), by the analysis of a sonogram of an E1 bass pedal on a trombone.
3
Composing in Co-Operation with the Computer - Lecture from Johannes Kreidler - YouTube
(Published on Sep 25, 2012). Available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PaSbAbFVTOE&t=247s [Accessed: 15 October 2018].
4
Media here is the plural of medium, as an agency or means of doing something.
5
While it will be impossible to know for certain whether or not Stockhausen knew directly of Les
Paul; his innovation in recording techniques, which became an industry standard, would undoubtedly
have been.
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Grisey selected some component frequencies and orchestrated them using a technique
called instrumental additive synthesis (Rose 1996: 8).
A broader context which situates musical works helps us to understand not only that these
musical innovations happened, but how they happened. As an example —building upon
the previous instances outlined— distortion in popular music would not have been
possible had there not been the large-scale production of post-war economies which
enabled electronics manufacturers to build and market more advanced valve designs at
affordable prices, thus increasing the availability of tube amplifiers. The genesis of ‘sound
on sound’ recording began when Les Paul’s friend, Bing Crosby, gave him one of the first
Ampex Model 200A reel-to-reel audio tape recording decks for him to experiment with.
Additionally, bringing these examples back into the sphere of western classical music, it
is unclear whether the spectralism aesthetic would have developed had it not been for the
financial and social circumstances that led French President Georges Pompidou to ask
Pierre Boulez to establish IRCAM (Institut de Recherche et Coordination
Acoustique/Musique), whereat Grisey completed an internship in the 1980s.
A correlation can be drawn between Byrne and Kreidler’s theories. Kreidler himself lists
the media by which he considers music to be influenced: sheets of paper and pen/pencils,
desks,

instruments,

instrumentalists

(collaborators),

concert

halls,

and

life's

circumstances/dependencies (marriage, children, or drugs: including caffeine!). 6 In the
Kreidler and Byrne discussions, we see an attempt to understand the broader context in
which music is written, and how these external forces can influence the compositional
decisions made by, or at the disposal of, the composer. I also found this question
stimulating and found that this particular hypothesis could be further developed by using

The Pleasures and Pains of Coffee by Honoré de Balzac. Translated from the French by Robert
Onopa and published in the Michigan Quarterly Review, Volume XXXV, Issue: 2, Spring 1996, pp.
273-277.
6
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an analytical framework to understand better the structuring of relationships in the
theoretical and methodological approach. This model is called actor-network theory and
is discussed in detail in subsection 1.4.

1.2

The Portfolio

The works in the portfolio are broken up into two groupings. The first contains Persephone
in Repose (2016), Cyril Among the Flowers (2016), Amálgama de Amor (2016), Kosmos (2017),
The Long Night’s Dawn (2017) and Dora and sembodo (2017). The second contains The
Unweaving Rainbow (2018), Dormiré sin la Sirena (2018), …apropos of nothing (2018), Soundless
musical ideas hear occasionally (2018), and 5 (2019). The groupings relate to the two
predominant workflows in the formulation of the pieces. In order to give direction to this
commentary, the following is a very brief chronological overview of selected works from
the portfolio:
Print-Material Workflow
Persephone in Repose
In May 2016, Persephone in Repose was shortlisted for the NCEM Young Composer Award. 7
I took part in a workshop of the selected finalists, presented by Theatre of the Ayre and
led by composer Christopher Fox, Professor of Music at Brunel University. The work
was performed by one of Europe's leading lutenists, Elizabeth Kenny, with tenor
Nicholas Mulroy. This work was conceived as an experiment with the re-affirmation of
archaic sounds in a contemporary sound world, through the use of contemporary classical
guitar extended techniques appropriated for the lute, thereby creating a new response to
the most intimate of musical forms from the Renaissance: the lute song.

7

National Centre for Early Music, York.
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The work is a setting of music to the poem Demeter by Carol Ann Duffy, in which the
Greek goddess Demeter is lamenting the loss of her daughter Persephone to the
underworld. The intent in my piece, however, puts the focus on the father whose grief is
equally felt. This is reflected in the title where the subject of mourning Persephone made
the focal point. Persephone in Repose is a through-composed piece which seeks to evoke
grief through the use of dissonance with sparse consonance as well as often disjointed
movements of the Lute and Voice.
Cyril Among the Flowers
The Belfast Music Society commissioned this work for solo vibraphone. Its appellation
comes from a well-known character in Belfast, ‘Cyril of the Botanic’, ‘Wise Cyril’, or
‘Professor of the Park’ as he is also known. Students, lecturers, and interested people have
all documented their encounter with Cyril via posts on blogs, Facebook, and other
websites. Cyril's vagabond character is a contrast with the bourgeoisie of Belfast's
Botanical Gardens. The artistic intent behind this work was the contradiction of Belfast’s
Botanical Gardens in the summertime, awash with colour, and Cyril standing out against
the flowers in full regalia became the impetus for the composition —one of contrast.
Paralleled on two levels contrast can be seen in the harmonic and temporal structures of
the work; a harmonic contrast between modal and spectral structures (based on a
harmonic series of primes based on the Lydian mode) and temporal contrast using two
separate rhythmic constructions.
Amálgama de Amor
Written for solo piano Amálgama de Amor was a response to William Howard’s Love Song
Composing Competition, which was inspired by a collection of love songs which appear
on Howard’s CD, Sixteen Love Songs for Solo Piano. The brief was, therefore, to create a
21st-century response to the love song genre. There are numerous examples of piano love
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songs. However, I began the preparation period of this work by focusing mainly on the
music of Howard’s CD, looking at works such as Liebestraum No.3 by Franz Liszt, Pisen
Lasky by Leos Janăek, Romance sans Paroles by Gabriel Fauré, and Quejas ó la Maja y el
Ruiseñor by Enrique Granados. As well as engaging with the Love Songs CD I examined
the works of contemporary composers listed on his website as part of Howard’s repertoire
three works I found to be of interest were The Art of Touching the Keyboard (1983) by Judith
Weir, Piani Latebre (2010) by Piers Hellawell, and Four Portraits (2012) by David Matthews.
This work evokes a romanticised soundscape through the use of two types of pedalling,
which have been termed ‘Half pedalling’ and ‘Tremolo pedalling’. In the first of these
techniques, half pedalling involves a partial depression of the pedal so that only some of
damper makes contact with the string. The second technique, tremolo pedalling, is an
extension of half pedalling, where the foot ‘trills’ the pedal to damp some of the sounds
while giving the effect of the constant pedal.
Kosmos
Kosmos represents something of a natural progression as it related directly to my own
experience as a classical guitarist. Drawing upon my knowledge of playing classical guitar,
I felt inspired to write for guitar quartet because of a frustration with the repertoire, in
which engagement with contemporary musical issues and trends is often left wanting. I
founded the Queen’s University Guitar Ensemble in 2016 and found that much of the
contemporary repertoire for guitar quartet is confined to arrangements, such as Summa by
Arvo Pärt (1977/2010), and String Quartet No. 3 Mishima by Philip Glass (1985/2011).
Composers are more adventurous in writing for solo guitar with works such as Kurz
Schatten II by Brian Ferneyhough (1983-1990), “DNA.” by Mark Applebaum, and Colloid
by Richard Barrett. Therefore, I wanted to bring a similar level of engagement for guitar
quartet repertoire.
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The Long Night’s Dawn
The title and text are taken from Stefan Zweig’s memoir The World of Yesterday. A work
for glissando flute and bass flute (but only one player Bill Dowdall), The Long Night’s Dawn
is a duet in which the instruments can never play together. The piece combines Jewish
prayer mode cantillations in the Ahavoh rabboh scale, making particular use of concluding
phrases found in the German tradition only (Cohon 1950) and rhythmic structures
informed by base twelve counting. I was intrigued by the idea that our system for
numbering and understanding quantitative value is always informed by the decimal system
base 10 (0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9) and that there was such a thing as duodecimal system which
uses base 12 (0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 X ↋). The factor, prime, and other numbers from 12
informed the organisation and structuring of the pitch and rhythmic materials.
Dora and Sembodo
The work gets its title from the two servants named in a Javanese legend developed by
King Aji Saka. Inspired by a quadriptych of the legend, the work contains a fourmovement structure. Dora and Sembodo’s use of vocalisation was inspired by the singing
and chanting of traditional Gamelan music which is intertwined with the ceremonial
function of the Gamelan. However, it was in the implementation of vocalisations in
Village Burial with Fire (1989) by the virtuoso percussionist James Wood which inspired
my approach in this work. Performed as part of a concert series by the ICC In Dialogue,
my composition Dora and Sembodo was one of the pieces to explore works for gamelan
orchestra. 8 The concert featured a work by an Irish composer —for this concert, the work

A Gamelan orchestra contains metallophone and gong instruments that are struck with mallets
(tabuh). Other types of percussion instruments included in the Gamelan Orchestra are: the Gambang a
xylophone like instrument and a set of two-headed drums (Kendhang) played with the hand and/or
fingers.
8
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was Peter Moran’s Bonang Quartet No. 1— and new works written in response by members
of the ICC.
Comouter-Aided Workflow
The Unweaving Rainbow
At the time I composed The Unweaving Rainbow, I was involved in a workshop for cello
with Lucy Railton. Fortunately, some weeks prior, Frances-Marie Uitti had given a lecture
on writing for cello, where she extensively discussed bowing techniques. Uitti spoke about
the parameters of bow techniques and their relation to bow speed, placement, and
pressure. The scores of composers György Kurtág, Luigi Nono, Giacinto Scelsi, Louis
Andriessen, Jonathan Harvey and Richard Barrett – all of whom Uitti had worked with were used to illustrate various notational ideas about bowing. The efforts of these
composers were very much in the fore of my mind when beginning to write for this
workshop opportunity.
Herein, the whole works construction is primarily concerned with an unravelling of the
musical content. An introduction outlines the chords which make up the melodic material
which is then gradually stretched out to convey an unravelling. My thinking behind this
procedure to the material was to consider an unravelling thread spool, however, in this
case it is the temporal spool which, as time goes on, it’s length grows.
Dormiré sin la Sirena
Commissioned by Duo van Vilet, an accordion and viola duo, comprising Ian Anderson
(viola) and Rafał Łuc (accordion). It was, however, though the acquaintance of Ralfal with
which I had already been able to refine some ideas. Together we discussed how to write
for the accordion, looking at a range of composers such as Luciano Berio’s sequenza XIII
(1995), De Profundis (1982) by Sofia Gubaidulina and Asthma (2017) by Simon SteenAndersen. The pitch and rhythmic structures (and even the title) in Dormiré sin la Sirena
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were entirely derived from a single pattern —1 3 2 7 6 7 2. By combining ideas related to
algorithmic approaches to composition. The piece cycles through the pattern across a
pitch, rhythm and form. This multi-levelled treatment of musical structures gives the work
a web of connectivity which can be found from what could be called the microscopic to
the macroscopic levels of the work. This was achieved by building two number matrices
from this pattern from which the row and column vectors were used in the generation of
the work’s harmonic palette. This work is to be premiered at Queen’s University Belfast
on November 7th 2019.
…apropos of nothing
This work was written in part as an acknowledgement of the essential work done by the
composers of unmeasured preludes for harpsichord. The work of these composers from
1660-1720 deal with a contemporary conceptual technique which composers now
frequently specify. A free or highly variable durational scheme, allowing performers to
adjust both tempo and rhythm according to their spontaneous reactions. …apropos of
nothing (written for mezzo-soprano Michelle O'Rourke and harpsichordist David Adams)
not only draws upon this conceptual technique but extends the investigation to address
the issue of a new symbology by drawing upon the use of proportional notation. In doing
so, I have come up with my solution to combine and alternate metrical and proportional
notation. The work demonstrates the indeterminacy of rhythm in proportional notation
and further extends the use of indeterminacy through the use of a Markov chain in the
generation of pitch structures.
The artistic intent behind these processes was to generate a free or highly variable
durational scheme allows the performers to adjust both tempo and rhythm according to
their spontaneous reaction. The text in the composition is of my creation based on ‘false
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friends’ from four different languages, to create an abstract narrative with no discernible
meaning; in other words, apropos of nothing.
Soundless Musical Ideas
In late 2017, I reached out to Jack Adler-McKean to discuss the possibility of writing for
Microtonal Tuba in the collaboration of a new work. Throughout our correspondence,
we arrived at what would be the driving force behind the work an exploration of the
combination of techniques such as multiphonics, vocal sounds, colour fingering, and
traditional techniques. From our discussions, I wrote a piece which also used a new
compositional technique I had been working on which explored the generation of
rhythmic structures using sequences of inter-onset intervals. However, it was not until the
2018 Internationales Musikinstitut Darmstadt that Jack and I would be able to work on
the piece together. I was fortunate enough to be able to sit in on Jack’s Composing for
Tuba workshop with Martin Iddon. It was in this workshop that I got to hear
performances of études for tuba by a very diverse group of young composers from across
the globe. Hearing such a range of repertoire gave me a greater understanding of what
was currently being explored by composers for this instrument.
As a result, I wanted to write a piece in the material would be like the mobile sculptures
of Calder Alexander. I worked out the shorter ‘denser’ objects are the multi-technique
phrases through experimentation and a patch which I programmed in OpenMusic. These
dense phrases are joined together via longer modal phrases. To express the third
dimension of motion, which is present in the Alexander mobiles I used the dynamic range
of the tuba to give an important role to have the impression of sound far away and close
by.
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5
The composition 5 (2019) for two sopranos, tenor, and baritone was written for
Auditivvokal Dresden, as part of the Barcelona Modern International Composition
Course which was supervised by Philippe Hurel. A tablature notation is used to show the
combination of extended vocal techniques of vocal fry and air-pressure glissandi. Using a
notation which hybrids traditional and tablature notation in this way enabled me to
decouple the tonal properties of the extended techniques from the pitched and rhythmic
material, putting the tonal properties on the same footing as the other material. Doing so
enabled the performers to shape their interpretation around the timbral qualities which
the extended techniques engender between the performer and their instrument which in
this case is their voices.
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Context

Although this commentary is entitled ‘Workflow as a Mediatory Agency in a
Compositional Language’, the artistic and aesthetic goals of the portfolio itself are not
solely directed at exploring questions of workflow but deal with what could be described
as a response to the broader historical musical discourse of the second modernity. Here the
term second modernity refers to Claus-Steffen Mahnkopf’s definition as to what follows
postmodernity, a term itself taken from Heinrich Klotz’s Zweit Moderne. 9 As such, there
are various characteristics of my music which concur with or contradict the values held
by composers of the second modernity (for example Chaya Czernowin, Richard Barrett,
Aaron Cassidy, and Liza Lim), one such concurrent characteristic outlined by Mahnkopf
is that of an “aesthetically enlightened in their thinking and aware in their compositional
technique” (Mahhnkopf 2008: 10).
The compositions included as part of this commentary are presented as evidence of how
many of these characteristics have been shaped by the workflow of a composition. Indeed,
my theoretical model is used to aid me in my search for artistic results which are defined
by the Second Modernity to which a provisional definition has been given by Mahnkopf:
Second modernity, which sets itself apart from postmodernity, negates the
negation of truth. It inherits the total complex of classical modernity/avantgarde/postmodernity, but under the condition that all achievements––new
materials, critique of the work, plurality—are examined in terms of truth, or at
least the capacity for truth (Mahnkopf 2011: 7).
For this reason, understanding how a composer’s workflow is an essential part of an
awareness of compositional technique often overlooked. Hence, the organising of tools
and techniques shapes the musical structure of a work. The topic of this research has the
potential to be vast and the extent of its reach immeasurable. Therefore, the included

Henrich, Kolotz. im 20. Jahrhundert. Moderne – Postmoderne- Zweite Moderne, C.H. Beck
Verlang. 1994.
9
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works are not a comprehensive account, but as Bruno Latour would put it, “to add in a
messy way to a messy account of a messy world” (Latour 2005: 136). We will see how the
implications of this investigation suggest avenues for further investigation. Nevertheless,
I propose that by understanding the complex web of connections in a composer’s
workflow, it is possible to create a normative account of a composer’s workflow, which
is bound to their compositional language.

1.4

Actor-Network Theory

Actor-Network Theory (hereafter ANT) is a method for mapping how technologies,
artefacts and material objects contribute to our daily lives. The leading developers were
Bruno Latour, Michel Callon, Antoine Hennion and John Law. The conceptual
cornerstone of ANT is the actant (a term which is often used interchangeably with actor).
This term, taken from semiotics, refers to anything that acts in a narrative setting. 10 The
term was coined to answer questions as to whether the actor is real or fictitious, human
or non-human. However, what matters is simply the role of the actant/actor in an action
context. John Law explains that ANT is always an intention between the agency that is
the actor and the structure that is the network. 11 In the act of making a cup of tea, there
is a network or set of items in a combination:

10
11

In the work of Algirdas Julien Greimas and Gérard Genette.
To follow the actors to see what they do rather than report on what they say they do.
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•

A person

•

A kettle

•

A cup

•

A tea bag

•

Some water

•

Also, a little milk 12
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Judith Lihosit, in her paper, Breaking Down the Black Box: How Actor-Network Theory Can
Help Librarians Better Train Law Students in Legal Research Techniques (2014), outlines the
guiding tenets of this methodology:
First, groups do not exist; we can only perceive group-formation, sets of items
that are chained together, that is, attached to each other not by the shared
membership (an abstract classification) but by specific ties that hold one member
of the group to another member. Second, these groups formations are the product
of actors’ being subject to different agencies emanating from other actors. Every
group formations exist because at least one actor is working to make it exist.
Third, the pool of actors includes both human and nonhuman objects, with
neither being any more capable a priori than the other in the ability to exert agency
upon others. (Lihosit 2014: 213)
In other words, ANT posits a specific understanding of the agency of individual actants,
each building their network by mapping the relationships between specific actors/actants.
Therefore, the term agent here is used in a descriptive sense. Latour places strict and very
particular limits on talk about agency: 'if you mention agency, you have to provide the
account of its action, and to do so you need to make more explicit which trials have
produced which observable traces' (Latour 2005: 53). All actors in the network participate,
and an actor can be human or non-human. Latour's growing influence within the arts and
humanities has been particularly striking in the past decade, with scholarly and artistic

All these actors are themselves a combination of networks of people and technology in
manufacturing or farming.
12
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activity building on his work from questions of nonhuman agency (Prior 2008, Yu 2013,
Piekut 2014).
ANT’s framework helps us to understand what elements there are in regards to the
external forces that can influence the compositional decisions made by a composer. From
this unpacking of agency, we can better understand the notion posed by Kriedler and
Byrne by asking: how do these external forces influence compositional decisions? To
answer the question asked, it is necessary to consider the relationship between the material
object and the cultural practice demonstrated by ANT; James Hay termed this relationship
as mattering: creating media that generates material artefact and symbolic meaning at the
same time. 13 That is to say; the material artefacts created also contain within them the
cultural practice. Certainly, antecedents of mattering can be seen in work of American
sociologist Howard Becker's Art Worlds (1982). Becker’s idea of an ‘art world’ as a
collective activity is the critical understanding that techniques and devices exchange their
characteristics with humans.
Moreover, Hay and Becker’s account of mattering is particularly relevant to notation.
Indeed, in the chapter, Aspects of Notational and Compositional Practice, Brian Ferneyhough
writes:
Notation (particularly notation) shows us two faces: traceable and analyzable in
terms of historic development as it doubtless is, it is nevertheless hard to be
separated, even in principle, from the actual goals which a particular artist has set
himself. It is far from accidental that so many works of the last three decades are
perhaps more immediately categorizable in terms of their visual rather than their
aural characteristics (Ferneyhough 1995:2).

Hay wrote that the “mattering of TV” refers not only to its materiality but to its effects of social
interaction (Hay 2001: 2:205–234.)
13
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We can see this visual contrast if we compare a single system of music from two
composers: the first from Brian Ferneyhough, String Trio (1995) (Example 1.4.1) and the
second from Karlheinz Stockhausen, Helikopter-Streichquartett (1995) (Example 1.4.2).

Example 1.4. 1 Ferneyhough String Trio (1995)

Example 1.4. 2 Stockhausen, Helikopter-Streichquartett (1995)
Despite coming from the same year of composition, both composers philosophical and
aesthetic approach to music is evident in their notation. 14 For instance, Ferneyhough's
aesthetic is that of a New Complexity composer, where processes of musical generation
are so complex that it leads to a superabundance of notational information. While on the
other hand, Stockhausen has what could be considered a mosdernist aesthetic, whose use

While it could be argued that New Complexity is a part of the temporal frame of modernism, here
I am differentiating from the two in terms of their aesthetics.
14
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of coloured lines corresponding to a path through the material for the player to perform
is reminiscent of Luigi Nono's Post-Prae-Ludium per Donau (1987). 15
However, in considering Hay and Becker’s understanding of material objects as polyvalent
carriers of knowledge, we must be careful not to generalise or oversimplify. It might, for
instance, be argued that in the discipline of epistemology, there is a difference between
knowing that something is the case and knowing how to do something (Ryle 1945). An
intuitive way to distinguish between theoretical and practical knowledge is to differentiate
between how knowledge was learned (Fantl 2017). 16 For instance, we might consider one
composer who reads a book on writing for the flute and another who plays the flute and
writes a piece for his instrument. It could be said that both composers have a very
different knowledge of writing for the flute. One learned by doing, and the other learning
by being told, and perhaps reflected in this difference is the kind of knowledge that each
has. The former has theoretical knowledge about how to write for the flute, while the
latter has practical knowledge about how to play the flute. 17 Learning in these two very
different ways inevitably leads to different perspectives. To provide a descriptive account
of the operationalisation of knowledge in a network, we can understand it in terms of
economies of epistemic exchange. Epistemic exchange refers to how different types of
knowledge are used in order to produce the bodies of knowledge around a given area of
interest. However, this commentary is not an intervention in epistemology or the
economics of epistemological exchange.

Despite such a term being rejected by Stockhausen, his music nevertheless contains many
features which would arguably be considered modernist in nature.
16
According to Gilbert Ryle, to whom this insight is attributed, “knowledge-how cannot be defined
in terms of knowledge-that and further, that knowledge-how is a concept logically prior to the concept
of knowledge-that” (Ryle 1945: 4-5). In other words, knowledge-how (theoretical knowledge)
precedes knowledge-that (practical knowledge), because we need to know how to do something
before we are able to do it.
17
The distinction between ways of learning might map roughly onto the distinction in psychology
between “top-down” and “bottom-up”, or implicit, learning. See Sun and Zhang 2004.
15
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Nevertheless, this commentary seeks to comprehend the operationalisation of practical
and theoretical knowledge as an agency within an actor’s network. It is here that aspects
of Latour’s work can help us understand how information flows within these networks
and where composers can intervene. 18 In establishing continuous links that lead from one
local interaction to other places, we create times and agencies for a local network of
mediatory and intermediatory nodes. For a composer, any mediatory node of the network
could potentially be any number of social networks: the tribe to which the composer
belongs, 19 the institution or freelance in which they work, or even the country in which
he, she, or they is based. It is no surprise that the language of networks has begun to slip
into music studies (Piekut 2014, Born 2018).
By considering the context and perspectives of a network of actors of each piece
(compositional techniques, smusical texts, scores, instruments, performers, etc.) it is
possible to map the operationalisation of knowledge within the network, potentially
highlighting the blind spots when considering the influence of extra-musical on the
composition process. Encapsulated into the network of actants are aspects of
composition often overlooked for their influence on a work such as the notation software.
If we take the first of the above pieces, the Ferneyhough String Trio (1995) and reverse
engineer a possible map of actors, we can see a network of experience and context for
that work. This network can be used to help give meaning to the external forces that can
be seen in the notation and others which influence compositional decisions (Example
1.4.3).

Latour argues that how effective an actor is depends on whether it is an intermediary or a
mediator. An intermediary, transports meaning or force without transformation therefore “defining its
inputs is enough to define its outputs” (Latour 2005: 39). Mediators, “transform, translate, distort, and
modify the meaning or the elements they are supposed to carry” (Latour 2005: 39).
19
cf. Jennifer Walshe Thoughts upon a New Discipline. Darmstadt Summer Course Lecture, August
2016.
18
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Example 1.4. 3 Selected actants in a network for Brian Ferneyhough, String Trio
(1995) 20
It can be seen, from the above network that the String Trio, which came about as a
commission from the Paris Autumn Festival, was also Ferneyhough’s first composition
to be almost entirely composed with the computer-assistance of PatchWork, a software
program which came from IRCAM. Ferneyhough also used Finale in the typesetting of
his work. I have also included two nodes for his composition teachers: the first Ton de
Leeuw with whom he studied privately with at Amsterdam in 1968–69 and Klaus Huber,
whom he studied with at the Musik-Akademie der Stadt Basel from 1969–71.

The network diagram of Example 1.1.2 is my own interpretation built from Ross Feller’s account
for String Trio in the article E-Sketches: Brian Ferneyhough’s use of composer-assisted compositional
tools (2004).
20
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We can also make the same type of messy network for Stockhausen's HelikopterStreichquartett (1995), (see Example 1.4.4) in the example below we see another map of
experiences and conditions for the string quartet.

Example 1.4. 4 Selected actants in a network for Karlheinz Stockhausen, HelikopterStreichquartett (1995)21
The diagram above shows similarities between the Ferneyhough and Stockhausen
networks: the commissioning of a music festival —in this case, the Salzburg Festival—
and isolated nodes for their teachers. There are more radical differences in their
compositional approach, where Ferneyhough deals with the comparatively new field of
computer-aided composition, Stockhausen uses the composition themes of his
Superformula for LIGHT to develop melodic trajectories. Another difference lies in the

As with Ferneyhough network, the diagram of Example 1.5.1 is my own interpretation built from
Stockhausen, Karlheinz. 1996. "Helikopter-Streichquartett". Grand Street 14, no. 4 (Spring, "Grand
Street 56: Dreams"): 213–25. Online variant version [1999], as "Introduction: HELICOPTER
STRING QUARTET (1992/93)" (some omissions, some supplements, different illustrations; archive
from 17 November 2014, accessed 27 May 2019).
21
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way the listener experiences these works. While Ferneyhough's String Trio is better suited
for a concert hall, a performance of Stockhausen's Helikopter-Streichquartett requires an
auditorium with four television sets and loudspeakers, a sound projectionist and a sound
mixer.
It is the perspective of ANT, in particular that of Latour and Callon, that explains the
importance of non-human actors in the social world. For Latour and Callon an action is
no longer perceived as the territory of the human actor, but also that of the non-human
actor, including the technological artefact. The emphasis on the contributions of
technologies as ‘nonhuman actors’ in the interactivity of agency is now being placed on
musical research. 22 Indeed Antoine Hennion claims that tools such as scores, musical
texts, concert staging, and harmonic treatment have always been of great importance in
the discussions of “an interconnected series of mediations —the availability of early
instruments, scores which have stood the test of time, modern media seeking new
sounds— creating an irreversible movement which none of them alone would have been
able to achieve” (Hennion, 1997: 424). However, when it comes to the act of composition,
I argue that such a mediatory agency can be equally be said to be the composer's workflow.
Making original use of this framework, I propose that we consider workflow as a subset
of ANT. By examining workflow as a practice under ANT's mandate, which focuses on
the agency's interactivity, we create an innovative context for the consideration of
different phases of a workflow's influence on compositional decisions.

Musical research benefits from the scope of inventive approaches to non-human music as a
collection of subjects and objects (Born 2005).
22
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Workflow

A workflow is an information system that supports a specific set of processes through the
examination of a process specification (Dumas 2005: 21). However, outside of an
information system, a workflow illustrates the series of steps to be completed sequentially,
the work directly flowing from one stage to the next. Workflows display to us the way
people produce illustrated by a series of steps that must be performed one after the other
in a diagram or checklist. The origin of the workflow goes back to Henry Laurence Gantt
(1861-1919), an American mechanical engineer and management consultant who is
known for his planning methodology, the Gantt Chart. Gantt found that by answering
the questions: ‘How long does each task take?’ and ‘what is the most effective way to do
it?’, the answers can be structured into a diagram or process. Below is a simple example
of a workflow for putting on shoes:
[1] Put the shoe on foot. [2] Tighten laces. [3] Tie the shoelaces. [4] Repeat with the second
shoe.
From the above example, we can see what workflow is, and the movement/flow to the
next job once the previous has been completed. A clear advantage to understanding the
workflow of a project is that by improving parts of the process, a project can become
more productive, or time-efficient. Marlon Dumas best illustrates these parallels in the
introduction to Process-Aware Information Systems, where he outlines the problems faced by
present-day organisations: “A major challenge faced by organisations in today’s
environment is to transform ideas and concepts into products and services at an everincreasing pace” (Dumas 2005: 23). Admittedly, the history of the workflow is correlated
with the search for maximum efficiency. This process makes sense if you are considering
a production line or manufacturing. However, the notion of efficiency in a compositional
workflow is less clear posing the question: what is efficiency in composition?
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The problems faced by companies in the computer industry are similar to those of
composers: the transformation of ideas and concepts into products (scores) and services
(performances) at an ever-faster pace. 23 Workflow models for composition are
fragmentary in academic literature. Nonetheless, there are now some steps being taken.
One such stride is that of Nicolas Donin in his chapter, ‘Empirical and Historical
Musicologies of Compositional Processes: Towards a Cross-fertilisation’, found in the
edited book The Act of Musical Composition: Studies in the Creative Process (Collins 2012).
Within the chapter, Donin examines the creative processes of Philippe Leroux by merging
the empirical and historical musicologies of the compositional process. 24 Questioning
Leroux about his compositional cognition Donin draws some conclusions about Leroux’s
compositional process:
Some seemed particularly noteworthy as they appeared repeatedly throughout the
data. For example, one could clearly distinguish between a preparation period
(during which musical ideas are developed alongside the technical constraints that
define the projected final work) and a writing period (during which a musical
manuscript is written and computer files are produced). (Donin 2012: 11, 12 )
Donin’s conclusion that music contains both a preparation and writing period is not a
new discovery. Beethoven’s sketchbooks and working scores in the British library are full
of crossings out, amendments, and scribbles. However, the issues of E-sketches which
result from computer-aided composition is a new problem for sketch studies. Ross Feller
attempts to re-evaluate the problems in a way to address this contemporary issue:

I would not presume that this problem will be the experience of every composer. However, the
time required for workshops, rehearsals, and score preparation is often more than is allotted for a
project; therefore, being more productive or efficient in one or all of these areas would benefit both
the performer(s) and the composer.
24
From interviews with Leroux, qualitative research is provided.
23
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The computer-assisted compositional process challenges our traditional notions
about what constitutes a sketch, manuscript and autograph. For example,
annotated computer printouts of documents that were typed or coded by hand,
could be called ‘partial’ autographs, because the term autograph only partially
applies to this scenario. But is the qualitative difference between using one’s hands
to click and move a mouse, or pressing a key on a computer keyboard, and making
a mark with a pen or pencil so significant as to preclude the former’s actions from
our definition of the term? The composer’s ‘hand’ is present in both instances
(Feller 2004: 185).
The role of the composer in the twenty-first century is not just in writing of the music,
but also in how scores are typeset, a task which used to be in the domain of the publisher.
With the digitisation of the compositional process, the distinction between preparation
and writing has become blurred. That being the case, the third tenet of ANT, which states
that actors include both human and nonhuman entities, becomes all the more critical.
ANT is not the empty claim that objects do things ‘instead’ of human actors: it
simply says that no science of the social can even begin if the question of who
and what participates in the action is not first of all thoroughly explored, even
though it might mean letting elements in which, for lack of a better term, we
would call non-humans. (Latour 2005: 72)
This versatility and objectivity are why an ANT perspective on workflow as an issue is
worth discussing, as there is already a theoretical grounding in ANT for such a model in
the work of Bijker and Law’s messy networks (Bijker and Law 1992:12). Messy networks
describe networks which construct both the products and the subjects; in a process that
is not linear, there is always some interaction going back and forth. Callon uses the actions
of engineers as an example of a messy network, in which the product of engineering is
the material artefact brought about by design and production. However, musical
composition is another example of such a network, in which the product is a cultural
artefact as a result of a creative process.
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Actor-Network Theory Perspective on Workflow

By considering my compositional practice and applying it to this reconsidered study of
the creative process with ANT, it is possible to create a macro workflow model (Example
1.6.1). This workflow model contains clearly defined periods, but also considers the
numerous ties that bind the preparation period to the writing period —what Donin calls
(re)reading/(re)listening (Donin 2012: 13)— in which the work is reviewed and revised.

Example 1.6. 1 Messy Network/Workflow developed from Nicolas Donin’s analysis
The above workflow model, through the prism of ANT, provides a useful theoretical
framework that can account for the prototypical way in which musical works come into
fruition, and better understand the relationship between material and culture, with ANT
offering a practical way to study the creative process. Using specific elements and traces
—studies, sketches, drafts, and kept digital elements— to reconstruct a work’s
compositional workflow, it is possible to reconstruct the messy network/workflow of a
composition. Through uncovering the embedded regimes of practices in a composition,
I also uncover the various aspects (technical and aesthetic) that arose in each of the
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compositions. The following are my selective comments on those aspects of workflow
and ANT that I believe will be the most productive to understand my creative process. 25
Although my examples come from my compositions in the accompanying portfolio, the
methodological statements made here are relevant for a broader discussion of the creative
process.

1.7

Commentary Structure

This chapter has briefly outlined the conceptual framework of this research, followed by
a brief outlining of the background and context of the works presented in the portfolio,
introduced Actor-Network Theory, Workflow, and offered a means of unifying the
concepts by considering ANT as a subset of the workflow. In the following chapter, I will
explicate what I term my ‘Print-material Workflow’. In this chapter, I detail the
development of various strategies for the generation of musical structures, and concepts
that have influenced my practice, which has stemmed from sketching and the use of
composing using manuscript paper. This chapter also provides an overview of the
conceptual thinking behind how digital technology has facilitated collaboration with the
performer in these works.
Chapter two will outline my ‘Computer-Aided Workflow’. Here I present computer-aided
composition and recent developments pertinent to my portfolio, and reflect on how the
generation of musical structures and concepts are accomplished in OpenMusic. The
chapter will also offer a description of several examples of compositions by other
composers, so that my portfolio may be placed alongside a more extensive body of work.

Only able to capture a broad sweep of the full network for each composition the commentary can
sometimes follow an irregular course.
25
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Concluding this chapter will be an outline of the application of the vector-graphic editor
Adobe Illustrator in the design of notational graphics.
The final chapter summarises the previous chapters and details the findings, conclusions
and reflections of the research. Finally further directions of study linked to the current
research will be suggested.
There are also three appendices at the end of this commentary. The first, Portfolio
Contents, lists the works which are present in the portfolio which accompanies the
commentary. The second appendix, Recordings, lists the Mp3 recordings that are on the
USB flash drive. The third and final appendix is an additional section titled: Patching
operations within OpenMusic in the composition of 5, it is within this section that I
present a general overview of computer-aided compositional techniques in OpenMusic
for my work 5 (2019).
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Print-Material Workflow
2.1

Notation Software and Guides

In this chapter, the workflow I used to compose will be examined retrospectively. As
mentioned in the introduction, I used the Print-material Workflow in the composition of
pieces in the first part of the portfolio. 26 Like many composers, notation and engraving
software has become a vital part of my workflow. By standardising parts of the notation
procedures, software has made the generation of professional-looking scores faster and
easier, making this feature a prominent selling point for many software. As we can see
from the Product highlights section of the Sibelius website:

The title Print-Material Workflow is to distinguish between the two workflows, by using the title
of the workflow to provide a purely descritive name.
26
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Streamline your workflow. Sibelius enables composers to connect with others in
more powerful, efficient, and profitable ways. It seamlessly integrates into any
media production workflow, including Pro Tools, to compose music for picture
easily. And easily deliver scores to music publishers for worldwide sale (AvidSibelius website 2018).
The drawback of so many composers using the same or similar engraving software —
such as Sibelius, Finale, MuseScore, Notion, and Dorico— is what could be seen as a regime
of thought, 27 in which metered notation is the standard, and any deviation is penalised by
slower productivity. Alternatively, as Sylvia Smith, the curator, founder, owner, and editor
of Smith Publications/Sonic Art Editions states:
To standardize notation is to standardize patterns of thought and the parameters
of creativity. Our present abundance of notations is as it should be. It makes our
differences more clear. (Smith, ed. Sauer 2009: 11)
This argument —in terms of workflow and ANT— can be understood as the notation
software forming an intermediary agency present across composers who make this a part
of their workflow. The result is that despite only being an intermediary agency (albeit a
complex one), the restrictions of the software can create a visual similarity across scores
made with the software. While this does not mean that indeterminate or graphic notation
is impossible in Sibelius, the inclusion of the types of atypical notation requires many
hours of work, while more abstract notations that call for a complete break with the
notations of the past become unworkable. Despite the apparent resistance of using
graphical elements in the notation software, I am interested in graphical notation and have
used it extensively to incorporate extended techniques.
Nonetheless, I am not using graphical notation exclusively; in many ways, my scores
combine traditional elements with graphic figures. 28 A consequence of using graphic
notation that I found appealing is that it makes each score unique. However, much of the
The concept that there are ideas in societies that seem so normal that they are undisputed and
indisputable.
28
Incorporating graphic notation alongside traditional notation as necessary, often with
customisations to better elide with the graphic notation.
27
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research up to now has been descriptive in nature, John Cage’s Notations (1969), Notation
in New Music by Erhard Karkoschka (1972), David Cope’s New Music and Notation (1976),
and Music Notation in the Twentieth Century: A Practical Guidebook by Kurt Stone (1980); these
books —describing the principles of good notation practice for new compositional
techniques— have become ineffectual. In the early books on notation, it was sufficient to
merely discuss the ‘what’ but not the ‘how’, the theoretical knowledge excluding the
practical. Even the latest incarnations of these notation guides, such as Behind Bars: the
definitive guide to music notation by Elaine Gould (2011), and Notations 21 by Theresa Sauer
(2009) —both of which give extensive descriptions and examples on a myriad of
notational features— fail to address how composers go about incorporating notational
elements into scores. 29 In many ways, it is left to the composer to establish their economy
of epistemic exchange between the theoretical knowledge provided by the literature and
the practical knowledge of implementing the desired notation via their favoured notation
software or practice. What follows is a discussion of how I engage with the above
discourse of notation in my workflow and subsequently, its implementation in notation
software.

2.2

The Preparation Period: pen and paper

What all the notation books mentioned above demonstrate is the dichotomy of notated
music, as a form of written and acoustic art. As such, sketches play an essential role in
working through ideas before adapting and developing them into what will become the
finished score. Indeed, Claudia Molitor argues as much in her chapter, Professor Fox, will
you draw me a doodle?

This problem is particularly prevalent for younger composers starting as the expectation of
knowledge from the composer could leave many students and dare I say professional composers at a
loss as to how to implement a desired notational device.
29
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The notation, which musicians encounter, graphically encodes relationships
between sonic events, such as pitch, timbre and articulation, which they are then
tasked with translating and interpreting back into sound. This visual aspect of
notation, then, represents a pivotal moment in composed music’s sonification.
But I would go further and suggest that the act of notating music – the act of
writing notes on paper, of sketching musical ideas – must play an important role
in the auditory imaginings of the composer. In this way, it is just as important as
sketching and drawing influence as the visual imaging process of visual artists
(Molitor, ed. Dodd 2017:18).
The sketches and drafts of notations and ideas very often take place during the
preparation stage of a composition’s workflow. Indeed, I found the act of sketching to
realise musical ideas to be true of my composition practice, in which often two types of
sketches were produced. These sketches very often formed the thoughts and concepts of
what was to be the final composition —considered as the result of the workflow these
sketches can be used to build the traces of the network that created them. The first of
these sketches could be understood as shaped by the mediatory agency of the instrument
or instrumental knowledge in the realisation of Ryle’s theory that theoretical knowledge
precedes practical knowledge. Diagrams like the one seen in Example 2.2.1 would often
help with the performative and technical considerations —or, as Ryle would call it,
knowledge-how.

Example 2.2. 1 Lute diagram of fretboard
This diagram is a map of the fretboard for a 10-course lute used in the composition of
the work Persephone in Repose (2016). Such instrumental diagrams were invaluable in helping
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address a principal issue in the logistics of voice leading on an instrument with ten strings.
The essential purpose of such diagrams is a clear indication of the agency which comes
from the instrumental forces of a composition.
The second of these initial sketches would contain abstract conceptions of the work, being
a place to gather ideas and to freely sketch. Building upon the theoretical knowledge, these
sketches would begin to bring together different bodies of knowledge. Often what
resulted was a sketch with many different parts and concerns addressing formal,
conceptual, and practical aspects all within the composition. Such an example of this type
of macro sketch can be seen in Example 2.2.2.

Example 2.2. 2 Sketch for Gamelan work
From these sketches, we can trace the mediatory and intermediatory agencies with which
the economies of epistemic exchange out of each work is built, establishing a nexus
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between an idea and procedure which informs the generation of musical structures of the
next set of sketches.
The generation of pitch material has had a rich history of theoretical and pedagogical
works which span across centuries; including works such as Musica enchiriadis (ca. 900) and
(most famously) Johann Joseph Fux’s Gradus ad Parnassum (1725) through to Elliott
Carter's Harmony Book (2002) to name but a few. The harmonic domain of my
compositional language is inextricably bound to and influenced by modality; an aspect
which is undoubtedly a result of my experience as a guitarist. 30 Consequently, I found that
I was drawn to jazz theory books such as Chord Chemistry by Ted Green (1971), Beyond
Functional Harmony by Wayne J. Naus (2000), and Modalogy: Scales, Modes & Chords: The
Primordial Building Blocks of Music by Jeff Brent (2011) all of which have informed my use
of modality far more than books of western classical harmony. 31 As a result, most of the
harmonic language throughout this portfolio has been impacted upon in one way or
another by the heptatonic modes. 32 In my use of modality there is strict adherence to
staying within the limits of the current mode —always drawing from the diatonic notes
contained in the mode— and progressions following what Brent outlines as Pre-Cadential
Chords:

We should note that the knowledge and experience of being a guitarist also forms a network of
intermediatory agency withing the workflow.
31
As opposed to the use of modality in the Middle Ages and Renaissance.
32
The heptatonic modes are all the modes made up of the Major, Minor, Harmonic Minor,
Harmonic Major sales, and are the main teaching tool when it comes to the guitar and understanding
the fretboard.
30
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In the case of modal progressions, these chord functions are termed here as “precadential chords.” [authors quotation] While these pre-cadential chords may also
be cadential chords in their own right, they are equally as likely to be non-cadential
chords. Chord sequences come in three basic varieties:
1. Oscillation: Alternating between a tonic chord and a non-tonic cadential chord.
2. Progression: A sequence of chords gravitating towards a resolution to a tonic.
3. Succession: A sequence of unrelated non-functional-harmony chords not
progressing towards a tonic. There exists an infinite number of chord successions,
and since they have no bearing on this current discussion there will be no further
mention of them here (Brent 2011: 17).
These rules and procedures for modal chord sequences provided me with a springboard
for building a harmonic context for a work. With the use of this theoretical knowledge, a
field of possibilities could be based. In example 2.2.3, we can see an instance of a trace
from which we can see how I would use this approach to modality in generating harmony
for a piece.

Example 2.2. 3 Page of Locrian modal progression.
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Here, we can see a harmonic architecture that makes use of added tone chords, 33 with the
majority of extended harmony notes being drawn from the pool of diatonic notes of the
mode, in this case, the locrian mode. Indeed, the above chart of chord possibilities is
similar to the type of theoretical knowledge found in that of the lute fretboard diagram.
However, this harmonic architecture differs from that of traditional conceptions of
harmony as it is not only vertical but also linear and it is from this different perspective
of harmony that we can trace another network of actors in this particular body of
knowledge. 34 The conception of a linear modal progression, which contains the trace of
a mode, rather than common practice harmonic progression, came from Jeff Brent in his
book Modalogy (2011):
Modal chord motions, cadences and progressions tend to be quite simple. Often
they use basic triadic structures. While 7th, 9th and even 11th chords and
suspensions can also be used for color, as with all functional harmony, the most
important factor is root motion (Brent 2011: 15).
Antecedents of Brent’s ModeChord theory are seen in Mark Levine’s chord/scale theory,
found in his book The Jazz Theory Book, in which Levine states:
A revolution took place in jazz in the 1950s and 1960s, one almost as important
as the bebop revolution of the early 1940s, but overlooked by most historians.
Jazz musicians began to think horizontally (in terms of scales) as much as they did
vertically (in terms of chords) (Levine 1995: 31).
Brent and Levine's level of mediation is present in my workflow. Of course, their actions
are mediated by other actors, the printed copy of their books.
In the formal and rhythmical level, my approach in the print-material workflow is more
consistent with musical trends of the early twentieth century. 35 The first means of

33
The added tone chords are triads with an additional note or notes from the scale degree above the
chord root —second, fourth, sixth, ninth, eleventh or thirteenth.
34
While the linear conception of traditional harmonies could arguably be counterpoint the musical
implementation of counterpoint or a modal phrase are potentially different.
35
Most notably that of irregular meters, or changing time signatures alongside conventional
rhythmic developments such as retrograde and inversion (or as Boulez termed them, a negative
reprise, and augmentation and diminution; Boulez 1990).
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generation starts with selecting a time signature, which most closely aligns to the pulse of
the work (which will have been reached at in the previous sketches). Using the predefined
patterns of rhythmic order as a starting point, I then alter this pattern using metered
subdivision, or assign a polyrhythm to generate rhythmic structures. The first step in
designing the polyrhythm is to experiment with the composite rhythm. How I
experimented was to write out on paper a grid system, as shown in Example 2.2.4.

Example 2.2. 4 A polyrhythm grid system for 7:4 and 5:3
In the above example, we can see the counter-rhythm (seven and five) and the pulse (four
and three) a pair of these two variable polyrhythms: 7 against 4, and 5 against 3. Counting
and clapping/tapping the circled numbers I can hear the composite rhythm of the
polyrhythms. Once I have a base rhythm, I generate more rhythms by transformation of
the base rhythm in order to make a rhythmic framework for an entire piece. We can see
an example of this in my sketches for my work for solo vibraphone, Cyril Among the Flowers,
which is built around two base rhythms Example 2.2.5.
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Here, we can see the base rhythms from which the rest of the work develops. The concept
of this piece was one in which the second rhythmic motif interrupts the first, but the
duration of each interruption gets longer each time, resulting in less time for the first
motif; this continues as a gradual shift in temporal weight from one to other until the first
motif can be considered to be the interrupting motif. Alongside this rhythmic change, I
felt it was essential to emphasise this change with a change in tempo (exemplified in
Example 2.2.6).

Example 2.2. 6 Cyril Among the Flowers mm. 18 to 24, tempo changes.
In the above example, we can see the modal structures at the metric marker of = 80 at
m. 20, and the complex structures at a paced = 120 at m. 21. This change in the metre
would help to emphasise the change in character from the more reflective modal
structures, to the faster more complex structures. In this approach, we see the interaction
of rhythm with the other fundamental elements of music such as harmony, melody,
articulation, and texture; this is as a direct result of my workflow in the print-material
workflow, in which all elements needed to generate the musical material need to be
completed in order to write them down.
With a general harmonic soundworld and a rhythmic identity for a composition, I then
began to write the work by hand on manuscript paper, gathering my ideas through
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different sketches into one place. However, this joining of theoretical and practical
knowledge leads the workflow into the next stage of the compositional process: The
Writing Period.

2.3

The Writing Period: Sibelius

Planning and deviation of a work’s organisation is a crucial part of my workflow. Every
work in the portfolio was constructed under some predetermined form or plan (like that
seen in Example 2.2.2). Perhaps the most prominent and most immediate example appears
in the work Kosmos (2017). During composition, the conception of the work changed from
a multimovement plan (Example 2.3.1) to a more complex single movement (Example
2.3.2).

Example 2.3. 1 Multimovement form for Kosmos
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Modes

Measures

E Phrygian – B Mixolydian

mm. 1-33

F Dorian – B ♭ Mixolydian

mm. 35-56

F Phrygian, B♭ Lydian ♯5
B♭ Dorian ♭2, E♭ Mixolydian ♭2
E♭ Phrygian ♭4, A♭ Locrian
A♭ Lydian, D♭ Dorian ♯4
Section 2.

D♭ Locrian ♭4, F♯ Locrian ♭4

mm. 57-94

B Locrian ♭4, B♭ Lydian ♭7
E Dorian ♭5, E Phrygian ♭4
A Locrian nat.6, A Aeolian nat.7
D Aeolian nat.7, D Lydian ♯2
G Dorian

Section 3.

EE Phygrian Mixolydian – B Chromatic

mm.95-106

F♯F♯ Dorian Mixolydian – C♯ Chromatic

mm. 107-118

A♭A♭ Phygrian Mixolydian – E♭ Chromatic

mm. 119-130

B♭B♭ Dorian Mixolydian – F Chromatic

mm. 131-142

CC Phygrian Mixolydian – G Chromatic

mm. 143-154

DD Dorian Mixolydian – A Chromatic

mm.155-166

Example 2.3. 2 Table of Kosmos’ final form
As we can see in comparing the above examples, the details of each work might undergo
more or less substantial modifications during the workflow. I discussed in section 2.2 the
internal formations (the pitch and rhythmic constructions) of musical works in the print-
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material workflow and the agencies with which some of the works were informed.
However, what governs the groupings and organisation of these musical events are the
bodies of knowledge in the operations and relations which can be inscribed and engraved,
in the construction of the aforementioned musical structures. 36 These groupings and
engraving can be most clearly seen below in example 2.3.3, the dozenal approach to rhythm
and form which is found in the sketches of The Long Night’s Dawn. 37

Example 2.3. 3 Dozenal approach to rhythm and form in The Long Night’s Dawn.
Hence, a work is influenced by the polyvalent logic which form and formation follow.
cf. The Dozenal System by A.E.H.Campbell for full definition:
http://www.dozenalsociety.org.uk/basicstuff/campbell.html [accessed 06/09/2019].
36
37
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In the above example, we can see how this approach has been engraved not only into the
rhythmic material of the work by using the factors of 12 to generate the base rhythms
from which the work is built, but also in the formal conception and organisation of how
this material is then presented. However, I found that I deviated and changed aspects of
this initial structure once the piece was in a digital format.
The move from sketch to score has —now more than ever— a distinct boundary between
these two constructs. There is a point at which the composer moves forward with the
piece not only on paper but in the environment of notation software, which for my work
has been the notation software, Sibelius. Composition has in the past been associated with
an arduous process of writing and rewriting notes on manuscript paper, with each
individual note being written by hand across numerous drafts. 38 Now notation programs
can be used to produce scores, which makes the entire writing process considerably more
efficient. However, with this efficiency comes a compromise with a workflow that is
greatly standardised: the composer has no say over how notes are to be input or added to
his score. 39 Here the notation software takes on an intermediatory role in the
compositional workflow. With a digital score, a new level of musical experimentation
ensues, that is to say, a dimension in which compositional decisions are evaluated with
greater immediacy. In Example 2.3.4 and 2.3.5, we can see the workflow from manuscript
paper sketches to digital score.

This impression of composition is arugably outdated for contemporary composition, however, for
the public at large I believe this generalised perception is still held.
39
As was discussed in section 2.1.
38
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From the two examples, we can see a clear trajectory from sketch to digital score.
However, this process is not as linear as these examples would suggest. Despite the
finished score being an aggregate of all the past sketches, many of these sketches also
come from within the digital environment of Sibelius. It is at this point in the workflow
when the direction of work is at its most fluid, with components being evaluated and reevaluated —or, as Donin calls it, (re)reading/(re)listening.
With the use of notation software, this movement from hard copy sketch to digital score
can be understood as dematerialisation of the score. Tim Rutherford-Johnson has
previously observed this dematerialisation of a cultural artefact with the digitisation of
audio which has seen far-reaching consequences on composition, performance, and the
recording industry, stating:
The story of digitization in the arts runs from the invention of expensive
standalone technologies in the 1980s, through their increasing commercialization,
miniaturization, speed, and networking capability, to a point where the materiality
of cultural objects, of the boundaries between them that define them as
themselves —a piece of music, a novel, a photograph— need no longer be a
property of these objects themselves. Instead, it is the software and hardware that
make the pure data “physical” (Rutherford-Johnson 2017: 88).
I would argue that much of the same argument is also applicable to that of scores. A score
is no longer a set of bound pages which sit on the music stands of performers and
conductors, or the desks of composers and researchers. Instead, our libraries of scores sit
on hard drives as PDF or other image files. 40 Indeed, a consequence of this
dematerialisation is borne out in the workflow as seen in the previous Examples 2.3.1 and
2.3.2, where sketches are typed up into notation software. Dematerialisation does not just
have implications for the portability, storage, and transferal of scores. How we digitise
scores relies on commercial software and hardware.

Of course, we do still purchase scores and print out the digital scores we have, but the way in
which most composers consume and exchange scores has transformed with a culture of sharing copies
of scores between composers and performers.
40
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The Editing Period: Sibelius

With the stylistic developments of the past seven decades, the possibilities of notation
have also grown. The second half of the 20th and beginning of the 21st centuries delivered
a whole range of new ways for composers to notate their artistic visions —from
performance pieces to graphical scores. These extended scores redefine the limits of the
instrument, but also as a consequence, the limits of notation (Vanoveren 2018). Notation
software has become an integral part of a composer’s workflow (as in popular music), the
power of personal computers to function as a workstation or digital studio has fostered
an explosion in composers' independent publishing. A possible reason for this is the
unique way in which music publishing works. In book publishing, the publishing company
pays a writer to write a book and then finances the printing, marketing, and distribution
of the book in return for a share in the profits. Whereas, music publishers make money
mainly from selling scores (or hiring parts) to performers. The publisher would then pay
the composer a proportional sum of money earned from their work(Barrow, Newby
1996). Recently, we have seen a trend (especially by younger) composers towards selfpublishing. As a result of this move, the composers have had to expand their technical
range, and consequently, notation software has had to match this technical development.
However, with an ever-greater reliance on notation software, its limitations begin to
surface. Such limitations are most pronounced in the incorporation of graphical elements
into a score. Overcoming this limitation to produce professional-looking scores has
resulted in the software’s role in the workflow from a passive intermediatory to a
mediatory agency. In the following discussion, I will outline the solutions I used for some
of the works in the last part of my print-material workflow: the editing period. Here, I
will discuss my compositions with Sibelius as a mediatory agency in the workflow. As
such, I will be incorporating aspects of the scores which are not native to Sibelius.
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The first piece I composed as part of my doctoral thesis was to take an extended technique
of the classical guitar and apply it to the lute. It was while researching extended guitar
techniques that I found a doctoral thesis by Robert Allan Lunn, Extended Techniques for the
Classical Guitar: A Guide for Composers. In the thesis, Lunn details one particular technique
with which I was not familiar; a right-hand glissando, found in La Espiral Eterna by Leo
Brouwer. In La Espiral Eterna (1971), Brouwer asks that the guitarist produce a right-hand
glissando by holding down the indicated note in the left hand and slide the right-hand
fingernails from that location to the soundhole (Example 2.4.1).

Example 2.4. 1 Part B, First Section of La Espiral Eterna by Leo Brouwer
The symbol used by Leo Brouwer is an arrow with a curved line through the arrow shaft.
In the writing period of my workflow, the application of this technique was already
worked out on paper. However, this unusual symbol presented a challenge in Sibelius,
which contains some pre-installed extended technique notation symbols, but not the
Brouwer's right-hand glissandi symbol. The solution to integrate such abstract notation
information into Sibelius was to bypass the software and import the image of a second
software: Microsoft paint. As long as the symbol could be drawn freely by hand, it was
possible to import it into Sibelius as a graphic (Example 2.4.2).
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Example 2.4. 2 Sibelius window for Persephone in Repose mm. 53-56
As we can see from the above example, once the graphic was uploaded into Sibelius, it
was free to interact and function like any other symbol in Sibelius. My reason for using
Microsoft Paint and not merely copying the graphic from Brouwer’s score goes back to
the idea of producing a professional-looking score. Rather than copying the symbol, the
quality of the graphic would not be as high as if I create it myself. There was also an
advantage in using Microsoft Paint, as I could export the symbol without a background. 41
The benefit of having a symbol without any background can be seen in measure 53 and
55 in Example 2.4.3.

Example 2.4. 3 Persephone in Repose mm. 53-56
Here, the background of Brouwer’s arrow is particularly noticeable when the graphic
interacts with the lines of the staff; the image now appears as an integrated part of the

41

The part of a picture, or design that forms a backdrop for the main figure.
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score. Whereas, if the symbol had a white background, there would be a rectangular block
of white surrounding the imported symbol.
Despite the unwanted artefact of white backgrounds in imported graphics to Sibelius, it
stimulated my thoughts about the possibility to further explore the use of this artefact
with typesetting in Sibelius. Would it be possible to make use of this undesirable artefact?
Indeed, in undertaking my next work, The Long Night’s Dawn, I wanted to see if it was
possible as a proof-of-concept. Below in Example 2.4.4, we can see how the use of overlaid
graphics, some without a background —the finger chart— and others imported as solid
—the white blocks— can allow us to have more control over the presentational aspects
a score. These multiple layered graphics can appear jarring in the Sibelius interface;
however, once the score has been output into a single image as a PDF the white boxes
are hidden from the performer.

Example 2.4. 4 Multiphonic and white box graphics in The Long Night’s Dawn.
Of course, this process is very time consuming and in order to achieve more complex
results which could have been achieved readily in handwritten scores, would require much
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more time. From the above example, we can see a couple of different applications in the
incorporation of graphics into a score with Sibelius and how they can be achieved.
However, when a notation pushes the limits of or breaks from western classical notation
a unique solution needs to be found which can be executed in Sibelius (or Finale, Dorico,
LilyPond). The work Dora and Sembodo, for double gamelan orchestra was one such work
in which ‘exotic’ notation was a primary concern. Dora and Sembodo is characterised by the
notation system for gamelan —and to a greater extent music of Indonesia— instruments;
a Java cypher notation known as Kepatihan. An example of this notation can be seen in
Example 2.4.5 of Peter Moran’s Bonang Quartet No. 1 (2008), the work which Dora and
Sembodo was composed as a response to and which it was performed alongside.

Example 2.4. 5 Bonang Quartet No. 1 sections one to four
This particular notation system represents pitch with the numbers one to seven, using a
dot above a number to indicate the upper octave(above) or the lower octave (below). 42
Dots beside numbers represent either rest or sustained sound. 43 There are two scale
constructions in central Javanese gamelan music: sléndro, a system with five notes in the
octave, and pélog, which has seven notes in the octave (with both scales played in five
subsets of five notes from the seven-note collection). The tuning and the construction of
a gamelan orchestra is exceptionally complex. The precise tuning varies from ensemble

This is the case for both tuning systems Pélog and Slendro.
In Javanese traditional music there are no sustained sounds in the same way in which we
understand them in western music —instead they conceive of them as a pause.
42
43
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to ensemble and gives each group a unique sound. 44 The rhythmic information is also
different, with a line above the numbers indicating it should be played twice as fast. While
working with the Dublin based group, Gamelan Nua, the limitations of the ensemble
became apparent. The source of this limitation was born out of the fact that only a small
number of the performers were music students and could read and understand music
notation. Therefore a higher number of the performers could not read western notation
and were accustomed to using kepatihan notation. The notation and typesetting for Dora
and Sembodo presented two unique notational issues: the first was the kepatihan notation
cypher, the second was how to present the music in a score which could be understood
in staff notation.
The internet and use of software have not only shaped the problems which composers
face but also how they find solutions, where previously books on contemporary music
notation, instrument-specific guides, or scores would be used by composers to find
answers about notational conventions. Indeed, when I faced the issue of creating a work
in Kepatihan notation, I found the resources which had served me well for western classical
works to be unhelpful. Fortunately, the American Gamelan Institute had everything I
needed in their online library. The purpose of this library was to allow access to various
materials, which could be downloaded for free, for use in studies and research of Gamelan
Music. From the American Gamelan Institute website, I was able to download
KepatihanPro, 45 a font for this unique cypher notation (Example 2.4.6).

A set of gamelan instruments is tuned to the same set of notes, but the tuning varies from
gamelan to gamelan.
45
This font includes symbols frequently used in the notation of gamelan music. This font was
designed by Matthew Arciniega.
44
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Example 2.4. 6 KepatihanPro Font
One of the main advantages of using a font was that it functioned in Sibelius as a text.
Once in Sibelius, the Kepatihan symbols could then be altered and moved in the Sibelius
interface in the same way as any other text. This means of notation was conducive when
working with the ensemble. At the same time, during one of the meetings with the
ensemble director Peter Moran, we discussed the issue of presenting gamelan cypher
notation in staff notation. From this discussion, Peter spoke about a modified staff
notation devised by Neil Sorrell, who had supervised his PhD. The modified staff
notation was the solution I was searching for; Sorrell’s notation uses the traditional staff
as to how pitch information is expressed (Example 2.4.7).

Example 2.4. 7 Saron, Demung, and Slentam in Kepatihan and Western Notation
We can see that rather than presenting the exact pitch of the note produced by the
instrument, the pitch corresponds to the number notation of the Kepatihan cypher. The
rhythmic information is extrapolated from the Kepatihan cypher and can be expressed
merely using metered rhythmic notation. In order to create a work which allowed for two
types of notation —one would be used for the Kepatihan notation and the other would be
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used to present the music in traditional staff notation— I had to make two notation
documents, one for each notation style.
From the above examples, we can see several solutions to the problem of graphical
elements in Sibelius. Despite their different approaches and results —because Sibelius is
the mediatory agency— it is for the reason that these solutions work in Sibelius that we
regard them as solutions. However, throughout the use of this particular print-material
workflow, I found using other software as an intermediatory agency in the workflow to
be particularly useful and wanted to see how using other software and resources could
assist me in other aspects of my workflow. When I thought about introducing software
more extensively, it inevitably led me to what is at the centre of the next chapter,
computer-aided composition, and how aspects of this approach changed not just my
workflow, but the music which I write.
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Computer-Aided Workflow
3.1

Composition, Technology and Practice

Eduardo Reck Miranda writes in his chapter On Computer-aided Composition, Musical
Creativity and Brain Asymmetry, how continuous developments and access to computer
technology have allowed composers to engage more and more in sophisticated software
(Miranda 2012). In this brave new world, where computers infiltrate nearly every aspect
of our lives, there has been little work carried out to answer what appears to be an obvious
question posed by Miranda:
To what extent would composers think differently when composing with
computers, as opposed to using other compositional practices? (Miranda 2012:
216)
To answer this question, I will look at the intermediatory and mediatory agencies involved
in the generation and development of musical structures as a product of my workflow.
Building upon the previous chapter, describing my Print-material Workflow, what follows
is an examination of my Computer-Aided Workflow’s writing period reassigned to OM's
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digital environment. Here, the computer has taken the role of the improviser, but one
shaped by parameters of the patch programmed by myself.
As with most creative practices —and practitioners— new interests and pursuits have the
consequence of forming a new or modified workflow. A significant change in my
workflow stemmed from an interest and experimentation with the software OM. The fact
that OM has been made available online for free influenced my decision to use it, as
without this financial constraint access to the software was easily obtained. Ever since
working in the digital environment of OM, I have had to ask questions about my practice.
Partly due to the algorithmic nature of software, in order to program, I examined my
practice and systematised it into a syntax that OM was able to understand. I found that in
using OM, my compositional process became more efficient, and the overall output
increased. As a result, I have been using OM since late 2017 as the basis of a digital
environment which form an intermediatory agency from which I generate musical
structures.
Many composers have turned to software such as PureData, SuperCollider, and Max in
their creative process for generating musical structures. In I, purples, spat blood, laugh of
beautiful lips (2002-2006) Aaron Cassidy explores the concept of identity in indeterminacy
using Max to inform the generation of pitch material. Writing about the use of Max in the
latter work, Cassidy states:
The pitch material of the work is generated live, in real time— the singer matches
the pitch (occasionally deviating from this pitch in a variety of ways) of a constant
computer-generated glissando heard only by the performer (Cassidy 2008: 23).
In another example, Johannes Kreidler makes extensive use of PureData in his work Die
"sich sammelnde Erfahrung" (Benn): der Ton (2012) in which sound files and sequencers are
triggered from inside the PureData environment, and Philippe Hurel states that in his work
Hors-Jeu (2006) that:
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OpenMusic was used to compose the first three sections of the first part of HorsJeu (the second and third parts are variations on the first). The aim was to compose
three polyphonic sequences for five voices — the solo part and its “duplicates”
— in canon form (Daubresse, Hurel 2008: 55).
These three composers represent but a fraction of who and what work is being achieved
with the use of visual programming languages for music.
Throughout this chapter, I will focus on the softwares used as an intermediatory agency
in my workflow, considering how their network of agency has influenced my thought
process and therefore found its way into my compositional practice. This change is
demonstrated within the compositional practice in sub-chapter 3. Later, I will discuss the
typesetting and notational practice concerns that have emerged as a result of this new
change in workflow and the use of the vector graphics editor Adobe Illustrator in the
typesetting of my works. The content of this section aims to raise awareness of these
debates and anticipate how these issues will be addressed. However, to better understand
these networks of agency, a broader context of computer-assisted composition is
required.

3.2

Computer-Aided Composition

The relationship between music and computation is well known, and it is indeed one of
the fundamental conceptual tools in understanding and consideration of the music itself.
It is therefore not surprising that, since the advent of computers, there has been a great
interest in how to take advantage of the superior precision, speed, and power of
computers in music-related activities. In recent years, inexpensive personal computers
have expanded the ability to create professional-quality audio and score from the comfort
of one's home. However, the theory of algorithmic composition distinguishes between
score synthesis and sound synthesis. This distinction has its origin —as argued by Martin
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Supper— in the distinction between score and instrument. 46 Martin Supper, in his article
A Few Remarks on Algorithmic Composition (2001), details this dichotomy:
The theory of algorithmic composition usually distinguishes between score
synthesis (the computer aided working out of a composition, usually for
traditional acoustic instruments) and sound synthesis (the computer-aided
working out of a synthetic sound that can only be heard through loudspeakers)
(Supper 2001: 48).
Score synthesis, therefore, consists in building or selecting algorithms to create a
composition. The different methods of algorithmic composition can give great
importance to the distinction between the construction and the resulting form -such as a
compositional work's ideation, its realisation in a score and its aural comprehension.
These constructions are then evaluated to determine if the resulting shapes seem to work
musically; a feature found throughout the history of computer-aided composition. 47
An early example can be seen in the works of composer Lejaren A. Hiller. In his early
computer-generated compositions, which were among the first experiments in score
synthesis, he used traditional forms and the computer to facilitate composition. The works
of Hiller and Isaacson, which led to the completion of the Illiac Suite string quartet (1957),
are often considered the first full use of a computer to create music with algorithms
(Dodge and Jerse 1997: 373). The listener can hear traditional forms of music, but the
algorithms used by Hiller and Isaacson to create them remain hidden. The listener cannot
say whether the piece was created using algorithmic or traditional techniques.
Although composition can be considered an essential subject in any musical computer
research or development, it was at IRCAM in the 1990s where a great number of tools

However, a computer-generated continuum between two different sounds is both score and sound
synthesis. Martin Supper goes on to detail both types of synthesis as the appearance of events in time
is structure both globally (form) as well as locally (sound, timbre).
47
Of course, algorithmic composition itself isn’t unique to computer-aided composition. Indeed,
The idea of using formal instructions and processes to create music dates back to the ancient Greeks.
46
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were developed, tested and used. 48 It was here that PatchWork was developed not only as
a computer-aided composition tool but also functioned as a universal programming tool.
The main objective was to provide the user with primary tools for visual programming
and to allow a simple correspondence with the Common Lisp basic language. These
objectives formed the basis of the following IRCAM project in the field of computeraided composition: OpenMusic. OM was released in the late 1990s and is the successor
to the visual programming environment PatchWork. OM became a common element in
the toolbox of numerous contemporary music composers, such as Tristan Murail, Marco
Stroppa, and Brian Ferneyhough. Initially dedicated to the processing of symbolic musical
material (scores), it is now active in a wide range of fields such as sound processing and
synthesis, spatial audio, mathematical music theory, and others (Assayag, G. et al. 1999).
Recently, several systems for processing data or acoustic notes or sounds have been
developed. These systems can be classified into engraving tools (Finale, Sibelius, Lilypond,
Dorico), sound generation or transformation tools (Csound, GRM Tools, Waves Plugins)
and computer-assisted composition tools (OpenMusic, PWGL, Common Music) In fact,
the boundaries between these categories are quite blurred: music engraving systems often
allow non-trivial data processing; some sequencers offer high-quality graphic score display
and sound processing. Another further distinction is made between real-time systems that
respond "immediately" to interface actions (such as Finale, Max, ProTools) and non-realtime systems (such as LilyPond, OpenMusic and PWGL) where actions are not performed
until a particular operation is executed. This distinction is the case in many typical CAC
environments, but it is not always self-evident.

It was in the 1990s that IRCAM researched and developed computer-aided composition software,
with the development of the PatchWork environment by M. Laurson, J. Duthen and C. Rueda was the
initial phase of CAC program development.
48
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The Writing Period: OM Environment

One of the ways in which to understand a software’s intermediary agency is to see how a
user is made to interact with it. In an OM patch, algorithmic processes are created by
assembling and connecting icons representing functions and data structures —allowing
you to write any program graphically. 49 Programmers traditionally work with text-based
programming languages to create source code, 50 which is processed by a computer to
produce a result. However, OM uses visual objects for its programming functions, which
the user places and modifies on the screen. These environments —small boxes that can
be interconnected— are similar to those in Max or PureData, where objects are connected
by wires that represent physical connections between objects like cables. There are two
core objects in OM: the function, and the class. The class object holds data, and the function
object performs operations on data. For example, in the mathematical case of ‘2 + 2’, ‘2’
is considered data, and ‘+’ is a function. In Example 3.3.1 we can see the previous instance
in the form of an OM patch; as ‘2’ is data it is held in a class object, and as ‘+’ is
represented by the function object OM+, which has the form of a grey ‘+’. 51

More specifically, programs in OM are created by combining predefined or custom modules.
Source code (also referred to as source or code) is the version of software as it is originally
written (i.e., typed into a computer) by a human in plain text.
51
I have also used a text-boxes object as the lowest box, which returns the current contents of the
box, to aid with the example as without it the programme would run but we wouldn’t see any results.
49
50
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Example 3.3. 1 OpenMusic Patch 2+2 =4
Larger mathematical expressions can be programmed with OM, but the above example
fits our purpose; as we can see that data is sent over connections, visually illustrating the
flow of data from one point to another. Almost all objects in OM have inputs, which are
arguments for the function: a place to specify data (a blue dot is at the top of the object)
and outputs (a blue dot at the bottom of an object). 52
As I mentioned in the previous chapter, I wanted to use OM as part of my workflow.
However, in order to use OM as an intermediatory agency, new knowledge was needed.
This new body of knowledge came from how OM realises musical structures. For
example, OM represents pitches in midicents. Typical midi values call C4 (i.e. middle-C)
60; however, in OM these midi values are multiplied by 100. Therefore C4 becomes 6000.
Each of these 100 steps represents a cent (1/100th of a semitone). Allowing OM to easily
represent micro-intervals, which is not possible with standard midivalues. For instance,
6050 = C+1/4 sharp, 6020=C+ 1/5 sharp (Example 3.3.2).

52

Inlets accept data, and outlets return data.
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Example 3.3. 2 Microtonal Pitch structures with midicent values
This digital environment has several consequences on musical thinking. The first is how
I form the basis of a work's harmonic identity. The solution I found was to use a so-called
harmonic palette. The word palette here is deliberate, as it is used —I believe— in a similar
way to that of the set of colours put on an artist’s palette, but instead of colour, I use pitch
structures. The harmonic palette created will vary to fit a work. For instance, the pitch
material generated for …apropos of nothing was through the use of a Markov Chain —based
on a 49x49 matrix. 53 In Example 3.3.3a, we can see a CHORD object forming one such
harmonic palette. The reason for using a 49x49 matrix relates to instrumental ranges
(Example 3.3.3b). The harpsichord has 49 keys, and the mezzo-soprano range —according
to Samuel Adler’s The Study of Orchestration (2002)—is 20, if broken into ¼ sharps and flats,
also gives 49; this provided a certain symmetry in pitch choice between the two
instruments.

A Markov chain is a particular type of process/ stochastic model where the probability of each
event depends only on the state attained in the previous event.
53
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Example 3.3. 4b Transition matrix for …apropos of nothing
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Example 3.3. 5c Results from transition matrix from which Makov chain is generated
The above example 3.3.3c shows us the results of the transition matrix which which was
how the 49x49 matrix patch was calculated. 54 Due to the internal logic of the Markov
chain, note repetitions are less likely than with actual random selection. 55 The musical
implications of a Markov's internal logic provided what I considered to be better musical
results.
Similarly, the way in which pitch structures in …apropos of nothing come from a body of
knowledge based in mathematics, Dormiré Sin la Serena is derived from a single pattern: 1,
3, 2, 7, 6, 7, 2. The sequence was derived from trying to develop a title using fixed-do
solfège. 56 I chose to use Spanish words in this system, and with some experimentation, I
cf. Appendix III for a more detailed description of Markov selection in OM.
Markov Chains are more reliable in generation a list of numerators with fewer repitions, as would
result more frequently in randomly generated lists. This is due to the nature of the Markov chain in
which the last output influences the next result.
56
Fixed “Do” is a system that uses seven syllables (Do Re Me Fa Sol La Si) for the seven notes of
the C major scale.
54
55
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was able to create a title with a level of semantic meaning (Example 3.3.4): Dormiré Sin la
Serena, or in English: To Sleep Without a Mermaid.
Do[r] Mi

Re

Si[n]

La

Si

Re[na]

C

E

D

B

A

B

D

1

3

2

7

6

7

2

Example 3.3. 6 Title with fixed-Do solfège and numeric pattern.
In this case, the solution for generating a harmonic palette was the use of two number
matrices (Example 3.3.5); these were used to organise the intervallic relationships of a
set, 1=1 semitone.
1

3

2

7

6

7

2

2

1

5

1

1

3

2

7

6

7

2

1

1

5

1

1

5

2

7

6

7

2

1

3

5

1

1

1

5

…

…

Example 3.3. 7 Number Matrix A

Number Maxtrix B

Once I had extrapolated all this information, I created chords from the sets and
arranged the voicings of the chords by voice leading. These revoiced chords were then
all collected and put into a patch in OM (Example 3.3.6).
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We can see from the above example chords build from two matrices at the top which is
found within the subpatch the same name and below the whole for the work which uses
the matrices to generate pitch and rhythmic values.
As is typical when learning a second language, I found that I had to change my way of
thinking about a concept in order to understand it. 57 Such a change was particularly true
in my use of the digital environment of OM in the creation and transformation of
rhythmic material. Namely, the way in which I programmed affected how I thought about
and used rhythm. The reason for this change is inextricably bound up in the syntax of the
Common Lisp programming language used in OM. How OM recognises rhythmic
information —a syntax with which OM interprets rhythm, which is very different from
what would be considered instinctive— requires a specific approach towards rhythmic
structure. 58 As a result of this rhythmic structure, the user must render his thoughts in a
way that are consistent with the syntactical language OM needs to reconstruct the rhythm
in the digital environment. The modus operandi which OM uses to represent rhythm is
known as Rhythm Trees (Example 3.3.7). In the example below is an explanation of the
Rhythmic Tree format and how it corresponds to metered rhythmic notation.
(1 (((4 4) (1 1 1 1))))

Example 3.3. 9 Lisp rhythm tree code, and the rhythm tree expressed in a Voice
object.

The same is also true for programming languages, as Jiahao Chen recently explored in his article
Linguistic Relativity and Programming Languages (Chen 2018).
58
And to the control of the parameters.
57
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In the above example, we can see the Common Lisp language parentheses; these are read
moving from left to right and tell us the rhythmic information about a single measure.
From the example, the information corresponds to a number of measures, measure
numerator, measure denominator, and pulses (Example 3.3.8).
(1

number of measures
(((4 4)

numerator and denominator

(1 1 1 1)))

pulses

)
Example 3.3. 10 Nesting levels of the Rhythm Tree.
So far, we have seen how rhythm trees can represent a series of simple elements that
represent lists of rhythmic proportions. These lists are organised just as in traditional
notation, as are measurements, time signatures, pulses and rhythmic elements. An
example of this can be seen below in example 3.3.9 of a rhythmic cell with a minimum and
two quarters.
(1 (((4 4) (2 1 1))))

Example 3.3. 11 Rhythmic cell
As the rhythmic proportions are contained in the list of elements called groups. 59 The
internal subdivisions of groups can comprise other groups, as shown below in example
3.3.10.

59

In general, groups are represented graphically as notes grouped by their stems.
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(1 (((4 4) (1 (1 (2 1)) (2 (1 1 1))))))

Example 3.3. 12 Rhythmic cell subdivisions
As we can see in the above example of rhythmic tree subdivisions groups must be written
with a new subordinate level of parenthesis —a result of the Common Lisp programme
language. Another feature of the rhythm tree syntax is how it represents silences and ties.
(1 (((4 4) (1 (1 (-2 1)) (2 (1 1.0 1))))))

Example 3.3. 13 Rhythmic cell with rest and tie
In example 3.3.11, we can see how the syntax is extended to include rests and ties to be
represented by negative values and floats. 60
It was when I read Brian Ferneyhough’s Collected Writings (1995) that I began to see the
value in this conception of rhythm. In his chapter “Duration and Rhythm as
Compositional Resources”, Ferneyhough writes of his use of rhythm:
In my music, I have concentrated on the issue of interrelating iterative rhythm
and metric structure through ratio relationships which are individually
quantifiable, and thus open to interaction in many diverse and complex ways.
(Brian Ferneyhough 1995: 51-52)
It comes as no surprise that Ferneyhough has been known to use OM in the generation
of his rhythmic material. 61 However, it was the explanation of the ratio relationship to
rhythm that reminded me of a similar approach found in the examination of flamenco
Add .0 to create a tie with the previous note.
As is mentioned by Mikhaïl Malt in his chpater Some Considerations on Brian Ferneyhough’s
Musical Language Through his Use of CAC in the book:Agon, C., Assayag, G. and Bresson, J. (2008)
The OM composer’s book. 2. Delatour.
60
61
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music. When studying a Masters degree in The Hispanic Music of Spain and Latin
America in the University of Valladolid, I attended a conference on musical analysis of
flamenco music given by prominent ethnomusicologist Philippe Donnier. In his paper,
Donnier spoke about the unique approach to rhythm in flamenco music and how the
rhythmic construction of a compás (literally a measure or compass) engenders the many
dances of the flamenco palos. 62 Flamenco palos have a striking similarity in their expression
of rhythmic information to that of the ratio relationship outlined by Ferneyhough, and
this similarity can be observed to a greater extent when paired with the notation of interonset intervals, or IOIs, as described by Justin London in his book Hearing in Time:
Psychological Aspects of Musical Meter:
It is important to note that these “patterns of duration” are not based on the
actual duration of each music event -as a rhythmic pattern can be played legato or
staccato, for example- but on the inter-onset interval, or IOI, between the attack
points of successive events (London 2012: 4).
This conception of an IOI has its roots in the rhythmic serialism derived from sets found
in the works of American composer Milton Babbitt. Babbitt’s rhythmic practice
conceived of a notation of ‘time points’, counterparts to interval and octave equivalence
(Babbitt 1962). 63 This rhythmic practice was first introduced by the composer in two
works, Partitions (1957) for piano and All Set (1957) for jazz ensemble. These abstract ways
of understanding rhythm separate it from its real-world durational value, to create a string
of numbers (each number is known as an atom): 1-1-2-4-1. It is from this string of atoms
from which we can build traditional rhythms. For example, if we take a Soleá, dance which
has a compás of 12 beats, of which the accented beats are 3, 6, 8, 10, and 12 (Example
3.3.12).

Técnicas multimedia: Un medio potente para el análisis musical, in Jornada de Análisis Musical
de Flamenco, Universidad de Valladolid 19/5/2014.
63
While it could also be argued that IOIs are also present in the works of Beethoven, it was Babbitt
who first formalised the practice.
62
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Example 3.3. 14 Soleá base rhythm written out in compás and palos. 64
If the Soleá base rhythm is rewritten now as an inter-onset interval sequence by dividing
a denominator by one, we get a fraction which can be used to create a list of integer ratios
by merely multiplying it against the clave. 65 Now, the next step in OM is to provide the
actual duration of each music event, which as London tells us is absent from IOIs
(Example 3.3.13). In OM this durational length is expressed as denominators of the time
signatures (8= quaver, 4= crotchet, and 2= minim).

Example 3.3. 15 Soleá base rhythm in OM with a compás in quavers and then
crotchets.

The Soleá diagram is my own design, however, it is based upon the clock face explanation which
comes from the aural tradition of classification in flamenco music.
65
The specific rhythmic patterns and the underlying rules that govern a pattern is called the clave.
64
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The compás is only the basic underlying rhythmical structure; part of the artistry of
Flamenco music is the embellishments. OM makes these embellishments very easy with
the subset-rhythm function, which we can see below in Example 3.3.14.

Example 3.3. 16 Embellishments of my the Soleá base rhythm in OM.
In the above examples, the rhythmic material has stuck to fundamental elements.
However, taking this clave pattern a step further and approaching the clave the same way
we would an IOI sequence we begin to start generating rhythmic structures separate from
that of the Flamenco palos, creating rhythmic structures which could not be considered
an ostinato or clave rhythm. An example of this can be seen in my work for solo Tuba
Soundless Musical Ideas Hear Occasionally. Here, I used an OM patch to generate a string of
IOIs of either long or short pulses (1 for short and 2 for long). The next step was then to
vary the IOI by increasing the total of the sequence; by making the atoms of a sequence
relational to the total of that sequence. In other words, a string of five IOIs which contain
[1-1-2-1-1] has a total of 6. To find out what the IOI would be in a sequence with a total
of thirty, for example, we can multiply the IOI by five to get [5-5-10-5-5]. If we take this
extended pattern and use irrational denominators in this patch, rather than using rational
denominators, we obtain complex material, especially if we maintain it in the expression
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of a rational time signature: X/5 rhythm expressed as a 4/4 time signature. 66 A base
rhythm of greater complexity is produced, which when embellished and strung together
is capable in creating rhythms which have second, third, and four levels of nested tuplets
(as seen below in Example 3.3.15).

Example 3.3. 17 Four levels of embellishments
This technique helped me create the more complex rhythms of my compositional
language, as well as give me greater rhythmical knowledge in the execution and
implementation of complex polyrhythms.
With the rhythmic structure of a work established, the next step in this workflow is to
couple the rhythmic values to a specific pitch, by a process that Éric Daubresse called
pitch indexation. 67 The indexation process is carried out by building an OM patch from
which pitch structures are selected against harmonic palettes to form the basis of the
harmonic identity of the work. The pairing of pitch and rhythmic structures is all done in
an OM Music Editor. Music Editors are a fundamental aspect of my OM programming

An irrational time signature is one where the unit of measurement can not be divided by two and
is therefore not a dyadic rational. Examples of irrational time signatures can be heard in the work
Totentanz by Thomas Adés (2013).
67
A term taken from his chapter written with Philippe Hurel, Creating Polyphonic Sequences in the
Form of Rhythmic and Melodic Canons (Bresson, Agon, Assayag, 2008).
66
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workflow, as, within these editors, I can save, view, and listen to the results (Example
3.3.16).

Example 3.3. 18 Pitch indexation in an OM Voice object.
As can be seen, the migration of components of the workflow to the Open Music digital
environment has had a marked impact on my methods and comprehension of pitch and
rhythm, but the same is also true for form. From the diagram above, we can see that each
patch creates what could be considered musical building blocks. Of course, it is then how
these blocks fit together in which the form of a composition becomes apparent. 68 As is
stated by Schoenberg, form in music serves to bring about comprehensibility (Schoenberg
1999: 1-2). Therefore, it is the organisation of these building blocks of music which make
the presentation of the musical idea comprehensible.

These musical blocks can be used in a work as an element, section or subsection. The extent to
which these elements are used in a piece varies according to the size and function of the segment.
68
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Musical form, however, is scarcely conceived of as the choice of an entirely constructed
scheme, which is then filled with musical content. In my approach to form, each
composition must have a unique musical narrative, which results from an interaction of
form and musical material. It is in this approach that I understand where the narrative in
my work lies. For example, in The Unweaving Rainbow (2018), the formal construction is
primarily concerned with what could be understood as an unravelling of musical material
(Example 3.3.17).

Example 3.3. 19 Unravelling musical narrative in The Unweaving Rainbow
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Here the work opens with an introduction to outline the chords which make up the whole
work. The chord material becomes melodic material which gradually becomes stretched
out as a means of conveying an unravelling. My thinking behind this procedure to the
material was to think of an unravelling thread spool, where the thread at the start of the
unravelling process is comparatively short, but as time goes on the length of the thread
grows. It is this lengthening of musical material which is to reflect the lengthening of an
unravelling thread.
By situating the narrative of a composition in the musical material and form —and one
might even argue the performance of that material— it stays abstract. As a result, it is the
listener who supplies an illusory coherence and changes with them the kinds of subjective
meaning which are to be found within a work. Indeed, I am not the only composer to
address musical narrative in this fashion. Indeed, many composers have sought out means
of an organisation from other aspects of art, literature, and architecture. As we will see
below, the issue of formal structures has remained a much-debated aspect of
contemporary music. A possible reason as to why the discourse on form remains so rich
is due to its abstract nature. Certainly, across several composers, we can see this
conception of form as being connected to all other aspects of a composition. In Lisa
Lim’s approach to form, she refers to the theory of pattern languages by architect
Christopher Alexander:
No pattern is an isolated entity. Each pattern can exist in the world, only to the
extent that is supported by other patterns: the larger patterns in which it is
embedded, the patterns of the same size that surround it, and the smaller patterns
which are embedded in it (Alexander 1977: xiii).
Music, in Lim’s case, may be defined as an organisation of these elementary operations
and relations between sonic entities. Indeed, a similar conception of form can be found
in James Erber’s writing about formal determinants of his music in which he states:
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It is the case in virtually all my work that each layer of activity (since it usually
results from multiple applications of various types of procedure) exists in a state
of constant interaction both within itself and with any other layers which may be
present (Mahnkopf ed. Erber 2002: 196).
Franklin Cox (who has worked extensively with the multi-levelled treatment of nonregular rhythms) has formulated his approach to combine form and rhythm as a
Rhythmic/Metric web. 69 The use of the descriptor ‘web’, is explicitly chosen by Cox, as
its emphasis on the connectivity of rhythmic information, with the Rhythmic/Metric
being a reference to the microscopic and macroscopic levels of rhythm. This technique is
used in Dormiré Sin la Sirena, which, as I mentioned before, was entirely derived from a
single pattern, which can even be seen is the work's form (Example 3.3.18).

Cox has outlined this approach in his chapter “Virtical” Polyphony: Clairvoyance, for solo violin
(Mahnkopf 2002:162-179).
69
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Example 3.3. 20 Metric Web for Dormiré Sin la Sirena
In this work, was the centrality of a relationship between part and whole. Much like Cox’s
work Clairvoyance (1989), a large-scale mirroring occurs at the formal level where
distinctions between sections have been made mainly at the local and intermediate levels.
By examining the formal aspect in my compositional endeavours while, on the other hand,
outlining a context to said approaches within the current practices in contemporary music,
I believe we can better understand the mediatory agencies at work in their formal
conception. This notion is also shared with Lim’s borrowed theory which fits neatly with
ANT; this is because, as Alexander states, “A pattern language has the structure of a
network” (Alexander 1977: xviii). Of course, this formal organisation is what takes place
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within OM. I have found that once I have moved my workflow into Sibelius, there can
be micro-changes to the formal aspects of work. These changes often go hand in hand
with the typesetting aspects of a work as very often once I included these elements I found
that a composition can change and elements or sections which I believe would work in
one area might be better suited elsewhere in the composition. However, part of the
challenge was to find a solution for a further migration in the workflow from the OM
digital environment to Sibelius.

3.4

The Writing-Editing Period: Notation Software Environment

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, Sibelius has been the primary notation
software used in the creation of my scores. Familiarity with the software interface —
having used Sibelius for more than twelve years— has given me a knowledge of how to
use and get what I want out of the software. Therefore, it was essential to maintain the
intermediatory agency of this software, keeping the aspects of the software which
benefited the visual aesthetic of my scores. However, with the move away from a pen and
paper writing period, typing up the outputs of OM into a new Sibelius file would be very
time-consuming. Therefore, it was essential to find a way to enable a workflow from OM
into Sibelius. How to make this possible was to find a file type which would be produced
by OM and then read by Sibelius. Such a file type does exist: the Extensible Markup
Language, or .XML as it is commonly known. By saving the output of a Music Editor as
a MusicXML, the file can be opened in a separate notation software environment
(Example 3.4.1). 70

I use Sibelius, but the flexibility of the .XML file means that it would be possible to open it using
any number of other notation software.
70
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Example 3.4. 1 Voice object set up to export a file to MusicXML
By importing the .XML file into Sibelius I have created a workflow between OM and
Sibelius, allowing me to make use of the engraving features of Sibelius to tidy up the OM
output. Of course, I am not the first person to make use of this feature; Ferneyhough has
mentioned the concept of using notation software to tidy up the output of music
generational programs in an interview at the MakeMusic offices for Finale. In the
interview, Ferneyhough stated about his compositional process:
The way I work at the moment is, perhaps, of some relevance. I have two screens.
On one screen I have a music calculation program, which is usually PatchWork
GL or OpenMusic. On these I calculate rhythms, chords, and densities. I can take
the rhythmic notation and, using OpenMusic Syntax, port it to Finale. I clean it
up in Finale, and I can add a pitch layer. I don’t do everything at once as a rule.
I’m a layer man (Ferneyhough 2014). 71
Like Ferneyhough, I find that this is an essential step in the workflow for creating
polished, and professional-looking scores, as Sibelius —or Finale in the case of
Ferneyhough— still contains many capabilities which OM does not have. Editing tools
such as fonts, text, dynamics, scaling, and alignment are essential factors in the
performer’s perception of a score, and a professional finish of the score is an integral part
of the compositional process.

Available at: www.finalemusic.com/blog/brian-ferneyhough-visits-makemusic [Accessed: 14
February 2019]
71
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An example of this process, in short, can be seen in example 3.4.2. Here, you can see the
same passage in an OM voice object from which I exported a .xml file. The .xml file was
then uploaded to Sibelius. Once the .xml file is imported into Sibelius, I opened another
window within Sibelius where I could then copy the passage and paste it into the bars of
the new document. With the passage now in the Sibelius digital environment, I can use
the editing tools mentioned above to create a line of music with a professional finish.
OpenMusic Voice Object:

XML file imported to Sibelius

Sibelius edited and typeset

Example 3.4. 2 A passage from an OM voice object to an edited version in Sibelius
Despite the full range of engraving options offered by Sibelius, there are still aspects of
typesetting which cannot be done by Sibelius —or are very time consuming in which to
achieve— within the software alone. A number of these workarounds are discussed in
Chapter 1. However, because I recognise within the score what is only going to be
possible to engrave outside of Sibelius, I create what I consider to be a fragmentary score, in
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which aspects of the score that are implemented in Sibelius, and aspects which are to be
added later are hidden, using Sibelius’s hide feature (Example 3.4.2).

Example 3.4. 3 Fragmentary Sibelius score for …apropos of nothing
In order to keep track of the notational aspects to be added later, notes or text are often
added as a place holder —this can be either a description or name of a notation or an
aspect to be modified. The creation of a fragmentary score helped to eliminate an
unwanted aspect of the intermediatory agency of typesetting in Sibelius. That is an agency
in which the composer has to bend to the will of the software; this issue is best
encapsulated by Dennis Báthory-Kitsz in his paper To Anticipate the Forgetfulness of the
Future: Reflections as a Composer and Copyist:
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Software suggests —demands— ways of working with a score, even of
conceptualising it, but nascent composers raised with-in software’s commercial
limitations are at risk of pre-emptive forgetfulness. Directors and performers are
disinclined to assist the development of symbolic vocabulary. Ultimately,
composers will have to re-build an advanced notational consciousness. (BáthoryKitsz in Sauer 2009: p.25)
While Báthory-Kitsz’ condemnation of notational software and the limitations it has
created are arguably overstated, it is nonetheless an important question which composers
need to address. The answer, at least for myself, as to how composers are to re-build an
advanced notational consciousness, is not less software but more. I discovered this by
creating an extra step in the workflow with Adobe Illustrator. Adobe Illustrator is a vector
graphics editor mainly used to create logos, symbols, drawings, typographies and
illustrations for printing, web, video and mobile applications. Illustrator's drawing tools
allow users to transform simple shapes and colours into sophisticated icons and graphics
that can shrink objects for mobile screens or billboards. This new control over the visual
aspect of scores has also led to a leap in my creativity. No longer bound to Sibelius, I was
able to start making typesetting decisions outside of notation software and into Adobe
Illustrator. Each element of the score can be inspected and adapted to my needs.

3.5

The Editing Period: Adobe Illustrator

The rise of vector graphics editors —such as Adobe Illustrator— among composers has,
in many ways, renewed discussions regarding the relationship between the performer and
notated score (Vanoevern 2018). 72 Increasingly, more composers began to emphasise the
actions of performers in their notation. One such composer was Klause K. Hübler, who
in the early 1980s took this compositional path further by developing a new approach

Developing from a conversation which started in the mid-late twentieth-century with several
composers addressing notational issues around the rise of electronic music, open and chance-derived
forms, free improvisation, and increasingly complex notated acoustic music that challenged the limits
of notation.
72
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(which built upon innovations present in the works of Xenakis, Lachenmann, and
Ferneyhough), in which the actions of playing an instrument are decoupled from one
another and composed separately. In the work, Opus breve (1987) for solo cello, Hübler
employed a system of tablature notation that allowed him to compose the performer's
individual actions on separate lines of music (Example 3.5.1).

Example 3.5. 1 Klaus K. Hübler, Opus breve, page 1.
The score is divided into three staves that form distinct musical, rhythmic, and technical
layers. The bottom staff represents the actions of the left hand on the fingerboard. The
four lines of the middle staff represent the four strings and the rhythms noted indicate
the movements between the strings. Hübler’s approach has been continued in the works
of Richard Barrett, Franklin Cox, and Aaron Cassidy. Existing research recognises the
critical role played by these, so-called, ‘New Complexity’ composers in exploring the
relationship between performer and notated score. One such paper is that of Stuart Paul
Duncan, To Infinity and Beyond: A Reflection on Notation, 1980’s Darmstadt, and Interpretational
approaches to the Music of New Complexity, in which he outlines the challenges performers
face:
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At first glance, works that fall under the label of New Complexity present the
performer with a multitude of notational challenges. The quantity of these
challenges necessitates hundreds of hours of practice and their quality requires
development of new performance techniques… This frustration results from
adherence to a one-way relationship between score and performer, viewing the
score as a set of instructions. The works of New Complexity conversely invite a
two-way relationship, or dialogue, between the performer and score, where the
role of interpretation shapes the learning process rather than excluding it
(Duncan, 2010: 3)
As Duncan states, the works of New Complexity contradict the need for perfection by
constructing a notation that stretches and exceeds the boundaries of what could be
considered conventional notation practice. Thus, they represent what could be considered
an aesthetic pinnacle of musical expression in formal and material superabundance.
Debate continues about the best method by which to interpret this music, as can be seen
from the inclusion of four lectures at Darmstadt 2018:
The challenges which notation poses for performers and the strategies they
employ to undertake a “translation” in keeping with the composition and to
identify the information that becomes part of the composition for a performance,
will be discussed in a series of four events at this year’s Summer Course. With a
particular focus on the performer’s perspective, the cellist Lucas Fels will invite
tutors, participants and guests to think about notation at the following sessions:
“Notation as Utopia”(17 July), “…as Result”(19 July), “…as Imperative”(24 July)
and “Open Form”(27 July) (Internationales Musikinstitut Darmstadt 2018: Events
Moderated by Dörte Schmidt and Lucas Fels).
Much of the research outlined at these Darmstadt lectures tended to focus on the
pedagogical concerns facing the interpretation of complex music rather than the
discussions with regards to the development of individual notational practices. There has
in recent years been a resurgence on the design of bespoke musical notation, unique to
each composer. 73 In the same way that New Complexity offered new technical challenges
that required a careful approach to the learning process, so too does the approach of
bespoke notation; in which the notation of the work engenders a relationship between

73

Composers such as, Marcelo Toledo, Mark Applebaum, Oliver Thurley, and Clara Iannotta
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performer and score. 74 My interest in bespoke notation was cultivated once I began
experimenting using Adobe Illustrator as a typesetting tool in my workflow. I found that
this software engendered a mediatory agency in my notational practice due to the
immense control over the visual aspects of the score Adobe Illustrator bestows. Illustrator
enabled greater creativity in the development and design of the new notation of decoupled
components through an examination of my notational practice. However, it is the
workflow from Sibelius into Adobe Illustrator, which I found to be the most useful in
building upon the musical structures which resulted from OM. By responding to the
rhythmic and pitch structures which came before, I designed or appropriated, a notation
that best suited the work.
The method of moving my workflow from Sibelius to Adobe Illustrator was exporting
the file from Sibelius to a .PDF file. As a PDF file, the score from Sibelius can be opened
and edited in Adobe Illustrator. In this file format, Adobe Illustrator can open and read
the document so that each item can be selected and edited. For an example of what is
possible with this workflow, see Example 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, in which a conventional
notational output from Sibelius is altered and distorted to create an abstract graphic score.

As composers attempt to convey multiple complicated messages, ideas and values in the purest
form possible, in much the same way as a logo or fonts in newspapers and journals.
74
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Example 3.5. 2 Pdf file from Sibelius in Adobe Illustrator.

Example 3.5. 3 Altered and distorted music in Adobe Illustrator.
In the above somewhat exaggerated example, we can see a range of what is possible in
the typesetting of Adobe Illustrator: from minor changes in typesetting adjustments —
such as the removal of bar lines and changing the time signature font— to the more
extreme redesigning of clefs and warping of traditional notation.
A result of this greater availability of choices and control was the need for greater care
and thought in the application of these changes. It was this need for a more considered
approach to notation that led me to Ferneyhough’s writing about notation as an
ideological vehicle:
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An adequate notation must (should) incorporate, in and through the conflation
and mutual resonance of the two elements already mentioned (demonstrate its
ability to offer a sound-picture of events for which it stands, and be in a position to
offer all essential instructions for valid reproduction), an implied ideology of its own process
of creation [authors emphasis] (Ferneyhough 1995: 4).
Ferneyhough’s ideas of what constitutes an adequate notation, were particularly influential
when it came to designing notations and symbols for my scores. However, it was not the
only place from which I took inspiration. One such example of a source which informed
my engagement with bespoke notation is the use of graphic design theory in my notation
of dynamics in the accordion. The ability of the accordion to subtly shape dynamics was
an element of idiomatic writing that I wanted to explore. Dynamic shaping remains an
underexplored resource in the accordion repertoire, due in part —I believe— to the
limitations of conventional dynamic notation. The solution to which I found came in the
form of a time-series graph —which was inspired by Edward Tufte’s concept, which he
termed The Data-Ink Ratio. In his 1983 book The Visual Display of Quantitative Data, he
explains the purpose:
A large share of ink on a graphic should present data-information, the ink
changing as the data change. Data-ink is the non-erasable core of a graphic, the
non-redundant ink arranged in response to variation in the numbers represented
(Tufte 1983: 93).
Through the use of the graphical display of a time-series graph, I can convey the
information with the best data-ink ratio. In Example 3.5.4 we can see how with a single
line we can convey so much dynamic information.
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Example 3.5. 4 Dynamic indicator in the Accordion part at m.25.
In this new dynamic stave, of my design, each increment relates approximately to a
traditional dynamic marking. At the lowest point, we have silence, and at the highest point,
we have fortississimo. The mezzo-forte line is always present to give a point of reference
from which to extrapolate the appropriate dynamic.
For The Unweaving Rainbow, I wanted to explore the application of extended techniques
based on the parameters of bow techniques; bow speed, bow pressure, and contact point.
It is well-known that it is possible to manipulate these three factors to bring out a variety
of tone colours, as shown in Example 3.5.5; a diagram created by John Schelleng in the
1960s to demonstrate the scope of these manipulations graphically.

Example 3.5. 5 Schelleng bowing diagram (Schelleng 1978).
From the diagram, we can see that there are two variables in bowing; bow pressure, and
contact point. While the contact point is already a much-explored aspect of string playing:
sul pont., sul tasto., and ord. bowing is very much a standard in string notation. However,
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bow pressure is a lesser used technique in comparison. So much so that there is no
standardised notation. In example 4.2.2 we can see two cases of the most common types
of bow pressure notation.

Amers by Kaija Saariaho

Talea by Gerard Grisey
Example 3.5. 6 Two notations for bow pressure
Unhappy with any of the notational examples for overpressure bowing, I found what I
considered to be a more elegant notation in the music of Mexican composer Jaques Zafra
Example 3.5.7.

Example 3.5. 7 Jaques Zafra, for String Quartet (2015-2017)
Inspired to try and come up with a solution which would be a consolidation of techniques,
I borrowed notational devices from two composers: Simon Mawhinney’s approach in
using a separate stave for bowing in his work Nendrum, for viola d’more (2006) and as
previously mentioned Jaques Zafra’s bow pressure notation. However, I wanted to
introduce a third variable to this notation, that of speed. The German-American
composer Hans Thomalla uses a symbol for slow bowing in his 2010 string quartet
Albumblatt. He describes it as a ‘too slow bow’, which he distinguishes from overpressure
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by stating that he does not want a ‘snoring noise’, but a slight distortion of the sound
while still a tone. It was the amalgamation of these two notations from which I created
my own (Example 3.5.8).

Example 3.5. 8 The resultant fusion of two notational ideas in The Unweaving Rainbow.
Besides the central interest —the extended techniques — this work also concentrates on
the research and development of an original notational system, by effectively
communicating the performative and perceptual boundaries of a technique rich in sound
but ambiguous in notation.
Of course, it can be equally valuable, looking at notational issues of the past when devising
a new symbology. An example of this can be seen in the work …apropos of nothing. Part of
my approach in writing the harpsichord part was the alternate use of both metrical and
proportionate notation as a means of deliberately creating a miscommunication between
the performers. There are also visual transformations to the unmeasured notation, which
is best realised in vector editing software. In Example 3.5.9, we can see an illustration of
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how this unmeasured notation stands out from the measured notation via two optical
emphases.

Example 3.5. 9 Alternation between metrical and proportionate notation
The first of these emphases is the full bracket which shows the beginning and end of a
section of non-measured material; the second is the use of round black noteheads with a
stem protruding from the centre point to stand out from the standardised notation.
Beyond my notational creations, in the same way as other works in the portfolio, Dormiré
sin la Sirena makes use of pre-existing notational developments. The most obvious is the
use of proportional notation used in the accordion part of this work. However, rather
than using an extended notehead to designate the durational value, I have chosen to use
the flag from which to indicate note length. A less evident notational device was one
created by Spanish composer Joan Guinjoan: his hand clusters (Example 3.5.10).
Guinjoan’s notational system for clusters is highly specialised; however, I believed it
would be of use to me in my piece.

Example 3.5. 10 Joan Guinjoan’s cluster notation for Divagant (1993).
In Dormiré sin la Sirena, there are two types of clusters. The first of these is a standard tone
cluster in which the hand catches an array of notes in the area indicated by the block
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notation. The other cluster type is the line clusters in which the three directions organised
on the accordion are played as a cluster.

Example 3.5. 11 Mm.130-132 of Dormiré sin la Sirena
In the case of angled clusters, the black note is the starting point notes, and the white note
indicates the stopping point. For the vertical cluster, both notes are black. Glissando lines
show the number of fingers used to glissandi from one cluster to the other.
Collaboration with the performer —or performers— in the invention of a notation, is
something I have found to be an essential part of designing a bespoke notation that works.
One possible reason for this is that performers have a close tactile relationship with their
instrument, which gives them a greater insight into what constitutes notational
instructions for valid reproduction of a sound. The study of collaboration is explored
across many sectors, including economics, art, natural sciences, improvised contexts in
music and theatre. A common theme in recent research on the activities of composers
and performers has been the exposure of processes that have not yet been considered
central to a discussion on the creation of new works. These studies often also reflect the
consideration of other elements affecting the collective environment, including the use of
digital technologies. One such study is the paper An Evolving Collaboration -Performer and
Composer Approaches to Creating Visual Music, by Nicole Canham and Carlos Lopez. Their
paper is a re-examination of the composer's work, from the performer's point of view and
the possibilities offered by the addition of computer technology to composition and
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interpretation provides examples of an evolving dialogue. Recognised as a critical
compositional and collaborative tool in the twenty-first-century digital technology has
moved the mediatory agency of the performer to reflect the displacement of the
performer and composer to enter the field of the others respective practice. 75 We could
be understood the type of face to face interaction as another type of epistemic exchange,
but instead of taking place all within the composers own knowledge, the performer joins
to create more extensive economics of epistemological exchange.
For a more detailed examination into the different types of collaboration see the work of
Sam Hayden and Luke Windsor, in their collective paper Collaboration and the composer: case
studies from the end of the 20th century, provide a list of three main categories of collaboration
—directive, interactive and collaborative:
DIRECTIVE: here the notation has the traditional function as instructions for
the musicians provided by the composer. The traditional hierarchy of composer
and performer(s) is maintained and the aims to completely determine the
performance through The instrumentation for the pieces in this category tends
acoustic in nature and made up of conducted ensembles or groups. The
collaboration in such situations is limited to issues in realisation, as outlined at the
end of the introduction.
INTERACTIVE: here the composer is involved more directly in negotiation with
musicians and/or technicians. The process is more interactive, discursive and
reflective, with more input from collaborators in the directive category, but
ultimately, the composer is the author. Some aspects of the performance are more
'open' determined by a score. The works in this category tend to notation, acoustic
instruments and electronic media.
COLLABORATIVE: here the development of the music is achieved group
through a collective decision-making process. There singular author or hierarchy
of roles. The resulting pieces have no traditional notation at all, or (2) use notation
which does not define the formal macro-structure. In (2), decisions regarding scale
structure are not determined by a single composer. Rather, are controlled, for
example, through live improvised group or automated computer algorithms. The
pieces which fit this category use electronic and digital media in combination with
recorded acoustic instruments. (Hayden and Windsor 2007: 33).

The performer was more than happy to defer to the views of the composer about the presentation
of the score(Canham, Lopez 2017).
75
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Within this framework, roles of composer and performer were mostly entirely separate,
and the collaborative aspect of the work are described by the authors as a ‘layering’ of
these elements to produce a finished piece. When I reflected on how changes in my
collaborative approach were facilitated or limited by the use of digital technologies, I
found that the result was a process of interactive and creative work on an equal footing.
Two of the essential means of communication with performers I found were emails and
skype. Often this would lead to the knowledge and shaping that instrumentalists would
bring to the performance of the new works. By email, I was able to involve the interpreter
at different stages of the workflow, by sending them an email about certain aspects of his
instruments, about his reflections on a graphic I want to express a specific advanced
technique. Sending sketches of digital scores was a useful tool to obtain a piece that
worked for the performer. The bespoke notation found in my solo tuba work Soundless
Musical Ideas Hear Occasionally (2018), is indebted to its performer Jack Adler-McKean. It
was through many emails and Skype conversations —often regarding Barton Cumming’s
book: The Contemporary Tuba (2004)— that I refined aspects of the bespoke notation. One
such example is the notation for vocal sounds through the instrument which can be seen
in Example 3.5.12.

Example 3.5. 12 Unpitched notation in Soundless Musical Ideas Hear Occasionally
The above notation unquestionably owes a great deal to Walter Ross, and his artistically
designed scores, samples of which I discovered through Cummings’ book. That being
said, in early versions of the score crossed noteheads were used on the staff to indicate
breaths or vocalisations: as is suggested by Gould. Indeed, there are many examples and
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solutions from other composers to the notation of unpitched material from the graphic
notation of Lachenmann in his piano work Guero (1969) (Example 3.5.13) to the muchused cross note head notation, one example found in Jennifer Walshe’s here we are now
(2002) (Example 3.5.14).

Example 3.5. 13 Helmut Lachenmann Guero (1969)

Example 3.5. 14 Jennifer Walshe’s here we are now (2002)
However, this notation became denser and needlessly complicated as more elements
where added. Jack Adler-McKean highlighted this problem in one of our conversations
and, reflecting on this issue; I came up with a solution which was best accomplished in
Adobe Illustrator. My solution, as will see, was to alter the staff lines to converge into a
single line from which the notes would then visually be separated from range information.
Another instance in Example 3.5.15 shows a notation which would have only come about
through collaboration with performers. Here we can see the solution which was designed
to aid with the coordination between voice and harpsichord in …apropos of nothing.
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Example 3.5. 15 Pulse line in m17 of …apropos of nothing
As we can see in the above example, the solution I proposed was to introduce a pulse line
which is broken up into bar numbers, and beats/pulses. However, I only arrived at this
final notation through various other drafts and examples explored in the various
workshops and emails between myself, Michelle O'Rourke, and Adams in which we
experimented with the benefit (or not) of shared bar lines.
An example of an instance in which the performer informed the actual musical structures
can be found in Dormiré Sin La Sirena. Here, Rafal the accordion player had much
involvement in the development of his part, due in part to the complex nature of the
instrument. 76 One such instance can be seen in example 3.5.16. Here, Rafal has outlined
two issues: The first at the top of the example is a practical issue which he described as
too wide a stretch in the left hand, the second is a notational issue in which for clarity he
suggested that when using a transposing register you should specify if it should be played
loco or 8va/8vb.

There are two types of accordion the German and Russian styles. The difference between the two
is the arrangement of the buttons. Often when working from different sources they will not specify
which type of accordion is being used. Therefore, only through discussion with a performer first hand
is it possible to make sure the music is playable on their specific instrument.
76
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Example 3.5. 17 Edited version corresponding to Rafal’s comments
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By comparing the two examples we can see how I responded to Rafal’s suggestions the
first was to remove any one or more of the notes from the left-hand chord —where
possible a note which was being doubled on the right-hand part. For the notation of the
reed selector, I followed the same notation as in De Profundis (1982) by Sofia Gubaidulina.
Gubaidulina’s work was chosen from a list of other works which Rafal and her approach
to the notation left no room for ambiguity.
Given the importance of individualised notation in this portfolio, it should be noted that
the workflow relevant to each work influenced the specific decisions I made during the
composition. Collectively these compositions reflect a notational approach of refinement
rather than invention. These notations accommodate my musical aesthetic, but still
outline inherent possibilities that can further explored by explored other composers with
different artistic concerns.
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Conclusion
4.1

Summary

Throughout this commentary, I have examined my workflow using a portfolio of original
compositions to unravel questions as to the mediatory agency of workflow. In the
previous chapters, we have seen the fundamental role workflow has borne in both my
compositional practice and thinking. Central to understanding workflow in terms of
agency has been to consider it as a subset of ANT. Many common aspects between ANT
and Workflow are worth considering. Thus, this research aims to generate a discussion
about how a workflow can contribute or inform a composer's ideations, which are then
evidenced by the compositional language. The adopted strategy was to look at workflow
using ANT as a methodology. The inference of workflow as strategy, or methodology,
reveals a multiplicity of relationships between workflow and ideations and suggests an
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expanded practice of musical creation that explores the various agencies that shape a
composition.
Discussed in this commentary, is a diverse number of compositional issues that were at
the forefront of the chosen works present in the attached portfolio. Many of the concerns
described have been with my strategies and possible solutions. One such example is the
use of a bespoke notation which, in turn, encompasses the other concepts that compose
this research: computer-aided composition, and symbology.
Chapter One outlines some of the theoretical contexts of the commentary. This
theoretical context takes into account the relationship between ANT and workflow in
terms of an agency; unpacking how the agency is manifest during the compositional
process. The chapter also provides an aesthetic framing of the works within the portfolio
of compositions. Furthermore, I have presented a model for workflow —through the
prism of ANT— to interpret a piece’s compositional workflow. The model provided a
clear division of the compositional process, consists of defining the guidelines necessary
to differentiate the specific facets of the compositional process. By following the
proposed model and methodology, it was possible to address questions regarding my
workflow —which were introduced in Chapter Two and Three. The works presented in
Chapter Two display a set of compositional decisions that were informed by what I have
termed a print-material workflow. Subsequently, in Chapter Three, the succeeding works
discussed developed out of a computer-aided workflow. Compositionally, these works
made use of OM, and therefore algorithmic approaches are an elemental feature in said
works. Within chapters Two and Three, I consider the different pitch and rhythmic
structures, as well as other compositional issues generally, produced by these two
workflows consecutively.
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In the current chapter, I will provide a final reflection on the theoretical framework for
workflow, which has arisen in the creation of this writing and will close by looking to the
future direction of this research.

4.2

Reflections

Throughout this commentary, the subject of agency is a recurring one. I suggest that by
using my model of a workflow to understand the tools of our profession, we can better
understand a composer's compositional language. There is also an obvious benefit to the
composer in understanding their workflow, as it allows for a high degree of effectiveness
to be found and utilised. Indeed, as composers, we make determinations about where and
on what to focus our time. In my practice, I achieved a more efficient workflow by
consigning parts of the compositional process to OM. As a result, not only was I able to
make better use of time, but I found that the number of compositions which I was able
to produce increased. We can see the previously mentioned delegation to OM if we
compare the two workflows using the messy network diagram (Examples 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). 77

The Messy network diagram has been used previously in Chapter One to examine Ferneyhough’s
String Trio (1995). However, now it will be used as an example of the archetypes of my two
workflow models.
77
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From the diagram above, we can see a selected sphere of actors present in each network.
With myself as a node in both networks, the differences shown in the two diagrams are
visible; how the network itself has changed, new actors with different dependencies have
been introduced, and how the influence of the actors present in the previous workflow
has changed in the Computer-Aided Workflow, in turn, this has resulted in technologies
substantially mediating my creative practice through their design, features, and limitations.
A possible rationale for this mediating property, which in this case is most salient in OM,
can be understood if we consider the role of OM in my workflow as that of an exocortex.
It was in Andy Hunt's book Pragmatic Thinking and Learning: Refactor Your Wetware (2008)
that I discovered the concept of the exocortex. I began reading Hunt's book to help me
with problem-solving in my programming code, 78 but I discovered that much of what he
writes applies to composition. Hunt's book examines some aspects of how our brains
work and how to improve your learning and thinking skills. Hunt explains that the
exocortex can be anything from:
Your own book collection, your notes, and even your favorite IDE and
programming language all form part of your exocortex, which is any mental
memory or processing component that resides outside your physical brain. As
programmers and knowledge workers, we probably rely on the computer to form
more of our exocortex than the general population does (Hunt 2008: 230).
Hunt goes on to say that to develop your exocortex, you must be ready to capture the
information anywhere, anytime. You need a place where you can place your thoughts
where you can work effectively with them. So I started to keep a notebook, which was
often the genesis of my ideas for musical works. From this initial material, I begin to
organise and develop it in OM by gathering disparate materials and refining general ideas
and cultivating them from general ideas into more specific ideas.

Cf. Appendix III for a detailed example of problem solving with code, specifically the use of the
lisp function box.
78
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Composers and musicologists widely acknowledge that a composer's hermeneutic circles
influence on the creation of music: the philosophical and literary writings we read and the
concert and recordings we listen to (Ast 1808, Heidegger 1927/1962, Stegmüller
1979/1988). 79 In its most fundamental form, contemporary hermeneutics is the idea that
we comprehend or interpret from several premises. Hans-Georg Gadamer explains this
concept succinctly in his landmark work Truth and Method (1960):
As the single word belongs in the total context of the sentence, so the single text
belongs in the total context of a writer's work, and the latter in the whole of the
literary genre or of literature. At the same time, however, the same text, as a
manifestation of a creative moment, belongs to the whole of its author's inner life
(Gadamer 1960: 291).
Indeed, Gadamer considers language as an instrument, not only for us to engage with the
world, but also as a means of such engagement, 80 “we are "in" the world by being "in" the
language”(Malpas 2018).
In many respects, a parallel could be drawn between the conception of the workflow —
through the prism of ANT— provides a context to the agency of a composition similar
to that of the context of a historical tradition provided by the concept of the
hermeneutical circle. However, this metaphorical comparison only helps to explain the
passive nature in which both concepts work. In this commentary, we have seen the
importance of the tools of the workflow and how they are used: their order, purpose, and
consequence. By examining the different actors in my workflow, we can obtain an
improved understanding of how the agency of these actors influence the ideations of a
work.

The hermeneutical circle has been instrumental in our understanding of the interpretation of texts
as to their place in the historical tradition.
80
This importance on the linguistic nature of understanding does not, however, lead Gadamer to
any form of linguistic relativism.
79
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Further Work

My work in this commentary has focused mainly on a reconsidered conception of a
workflow —one that is a subset of ANT. However, I would like to examine the theoretical
concepts discussed in this commentary, in particular, the concepts of notation and
computer-assisted composition. The notation itself seems to lie between theory and
practice; like any medium of communication, musical notation is vast and complex,
comprising a diverse field of practice and scholarship. Debates around notation have so
far focused on issues of freedom, restriction and communication (Pace 2009, Duncan
2010, Kojs 2011, McBride 2018). Indeed, unique expressions symbolise the present
zeitgeist of individualisation. 81 Individualisation, however, is a kind of freedom, and
freedom has always been a feature of notation since the practice of notation has never
been static and shall never be. Composers have an enormous range of possibilities open
to them; from action-based systems of tablature-based notation to using temporal units
and time markers instead of metered rhythms, and beyond to the framing of all these
elements on the page. The problem with this quest for an increasingly individual notation
is pedagogical. There is an excellent parallel between the graphic notational endeavours
and the much-disputed joke attributed to the head of General Motors in response to Bill
Gates' comparison of the development of computers with that of cars in the automotive
industry. The punch line of the joke goes:
Every time a new car was introduced car buyers would have to learn how to drive
all over again because none of the controls would operate in the same manner as
the old car (Bergstresser, 2013: 164).
The same is true for compositions that explore vastly different notational systems; if each
composer finds a solution to an individual problem, performers will have to learn the new

81

Some justification here, flag posting the discussions.
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notation system for each work. As a result, there may also be a limit to how individualised
scoring can become.
Over the past four years, computer-aided composition has shaped a significant portion
of my work. With the significant growth of computing and computer-aided composition,
I am curious to see how this dialogue between computer and computational development
unfolds. In addition to a more in-depth study of the theoretical perspectives of workflow,
there are several practical improvements in the use of hardware and software as I continue
to develop my programming skills, particularly in the Common Lisp language. I am
interested to see how this can be furthered in the development of devices to work in the
digital domain.
In the future, I intend to explore my workflow as I develop as a composer. Following the
model I have outlined in this commentary, I hope to compose works with a workflow
awareness that could create a higher consciousness of the tools and their consequences
on the music I compose.
Finally, the work I have carried out so far represents my approach to composition.
Therefore, the strategies and procedures presented in this commentary can only be
considered as individual for my language of composition.
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Appendix I: Portfolio Contents
Scores in chronological order:

Persephone in Repose

for 10-course lute and tenor (2016)
ca. 3 minutes

Amálgama de Amor

for solo piano (2016)
ca. 4 minutes

Cyril Among the Flowers

for solo vibraphone (2017)
ca. 5 minutes

Kosmos

for guitar quartet (2017)
ca. 12 minutes

The Long Nights Dawn

for glissando flute, bass flute (one player) (2017)
ca. 11 minutes

Dora and Sembodo

for double gamelan orchestra (2017)
ca. 8 minutes
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The Unweaving Rainbow

for solo cello (2018)
ca. 15 minutes

Dormiré sin la Sirena

for viola and accordion (2018/2019)
ca. 15 minutes

…apropos of nothing

for mezzo-soprano and harpsichord (2018)
ca. 8 minutes

Soundless musical ideas… 82 for solo microtonal tuba (2018)
ca. 10 minutes

5

Total duration of portfolio:

82

two sopranos, tenor, and baritone (2019)
ca. 8 minutes
99 minutes

Soundless musical ideas hear occasionally or Hear occasionally soundless musical ideas
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Appendix II: Recordings
USB flash drive

1. Persephone in Repose (2016)

04:18

2. Cyril Among the Flowers (2016)

05:20

3. The Long Night’s Dawn (2017)

08:19

4. Dora and Sembodo (2017)

06:22

5. …apropos of nothing (2018)

07:51

6. Soundless musical ideas hear occasionally (2018)

11:11

7. Dormiré Sin La Sirena (2019)

11:18
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Appendix III: Patching operations
within OpenMusic in the
composition of 5

In this section, I present a general overview of computer-aided composition processes
and techniques in my composition 5 (2019), for vocal consort. Using the ‘patches’ from
OpenMusic, that remain after the score is finished, to provide an insight into the
underlying creative process and working methods. These working methods relate
primarily to the generation of musical structures.
The following essay presupposes some knowledge concerning contemporary
compositional processes involving OpenMusic. It is written from the composer’s
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perspective and delves deeply into the working materials prepared during the
compositional process, detailing the development of these musical structures through the
operations held within subpatches.

1

Introduction

My approach to patch design in OpenMusic involves a strategic separation between the
two musical structures of pitch and rhythm. As a result, music segments are transferred
from one operation to another with parameters adapted to the processes for each musical
structure, much like a manufacturing assembly line where parts are first added in sequence
and then combined for a final product to be produced. Figure 1 shows the patch loaded
into the OpenMusic workspace in which we can see both of these subpatches. The
rhythmic subpatch is on the left-hand side, and the subpatch for pitch procedures is on
the right.
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Figure 1. OpenMusic patch for 5.
Within each subpatch are the functions and operations which generate the relevant
musical structure. Discussed in the sections below is the processing which takes place
inside these two subpatches —the first section, Rhythm subpatch operations, presents an
overview of rhythmic structures drawn from Spanish flamenco compás. While the second
section, Pitch subpatch operations sets out the pitch structures constructed from three
sources: range, sequence and trajectory.

2

Rhythm subpatch operations

As I mentioned in the introduction, the rhythmic procedures of 5 are based upon
flamenco compás. The core of this procedure to generate the various rhythmic elements
is made up of two processes. Firstly, the generation of the compás which contains the
different durational values of the rhythmical elements through a group of numbers or
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inter-onset intervals, and secondly the quantification of this information into metered
musical information (completed within a further subpatch), both of which can be seen
below in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Rhythm subpatch
The procedure for generating a compás uses two functions: om-random and
repeat-n.

The first function om-random establishes the parameters of the inter-onset

intervals. In the above case, this number is between one and six while the second function
defines the length of a compás by setting the number of elements within the sequence of
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numbers using the repeat-n in the example above this a limit of five times. To stop
the compás changing with each evaluation, the repeat-n function is locked so that it
returns the last computed value. Below in Figure 3 is the output of these two functions
using the Listener Window or OM Listener. The listener window is the primary interface
with the Lisp functions in the OpenMusic digital environment. It can be used to evaluate
lisp expressions or to read results and messages.

Figure 3. OM listener output of the repeat-n from the Rhythm subpatch.
In keeping with the flamenco approach to rhythm, which inspired this procedure,
I wanted to make use of the different roots of the compás. My solution to this next step
to obtain all the roots from the compás was to create an OMLoop module to generate all
the roots of the sequence. Then, using procedures within a further subpatch, I could
randomly return a 𝑛𝑛th of the previous list. We can see how both of these processes
operate in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively.
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Figure 4. OMloop module and OM Listener output.
The image on the left shows the OMLoop, which generates all the roots of a
sequence and below that the OM Listener which lets us view the results of a procedure
or function within the OpenMusic environment. Here the Lisp Length tells the
forloop

module how many times it is to run, 83 which tells the rotate function how

many times it is to perform its function on the list. The results are collected by the
We will see that in both instances where the length of a list is used the total number of the
elements within the list needs to be one less; this is due to the Lisp programming language in which
the first element of the list is the zeroth element.
83
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module. The result is a list from which will be output by the module finally.

In this combination the first output to eachtime launches the evaluation sequentially,
and the second output to finally which outputs the total result. Within the OM Listener,
we can see the list of all the roots of a sequence.

Figure 5 nth root selection subpatch with OM Listener output
Figure 5 shows us the subpatch, which will return a 𝑛𝑛th of the previous list and

again below that is the OM Listener in which we can see the 𝑛𝑛th returned. Here, once

again like in the OMLoop, a lisp length is used to find the length of the input.
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However, this time an arithm-ser function is also used to create an arithmetic series of
the same length. An nth-random is used to return a single element from the arithmetic
series, which then corresponds to an iteration of the compás which is selected with the
lisp nth

function. We can now see within the OM Listener, where before we had all

the elements, we now have one element.
Once the compás has been extrapolated, the next step is to convert this compás into
metered musical information. Enclosed within a further subpatch seen in Figure 6 are
the procedures of this conversion.

Figure 6. Subpatch to convert compás to a metered rhythm.
Within the above subpatch, we can see four inputs: the first inlet is the compás.
However, it is the output of the second and third input in which the patch provides a
context for the compás information. By multiplying the compás by a fraction, we can
generate a syntax of integer ratios. The fraction used is created by dividing two numbers
and dependent on those two numbers from which we build the integer ratios will result
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in either a rational or irrational rhythm. For example, any time signature where the
denominator is a power of 2 ( 2, 4, 8, and 16) is rational. Therefore any other number
where the denominator is not a power of 2 is irrational. The best way to understand what
type of durational value these integer ratios will have is to think of their corresponding
fractional rhythm. The divisions of the notes being a fraction of the time signature, which
is the fourth and final input. Fortunately, in OpenMusic there is the mktree function
(or Maketree) which can build a hierarchical rhythm tree from this information.
Once we have the rhythm tree, the next step is to incorporate some rhythmic
embellishments to that rhythm tree. These embellishments take place within the subpatch
level 1 (Figure 7), named so, because of the level of nested tuplets which it will create.
This subpatch is different from other subpatches because it can interact with a copy of
itself. By chaining together multiples of this subpatch, it is possible to create an output of
ever greater complexity.

Figure 7. Subpatch for rhythmic embellishments.
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From the above Figure, we can see that this subpatch is built up of a further two
subpatches. The first of which is a standalone program which runs as a separate computer
process, not an add-on of an existing process. The second subpatch inputs firstly the
rhythm tree and then substitutes certain positions of that tree with the tuplet information
from the tuplets subpatch, which we can see in more detail below in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Tuplet subpatch.
The generative approach pursued in this subpatch is a stochastic method of
computer-assisted composition technique through the use of the OM-Alea library. The
OM-Alea library implements a series of modules to generate numbers according to several
stochastic models. However, the model I used in this work was the distribution function
model that offers several ways to make random decisions with different probability
distributions: the Choix function. This function is the programmatic equivalent of a
random draw between two options where you can define the probability of each draw.
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Here both Choix functions are at their default chance setting of .5 or 50%.
Therefore, both Choix functions have the same probability of returning one of the
connected numbers. However, where the choixmultiple will always return a positive
number, the Choix function is set to return either a positive or negative number. Here,
the use of a negative integer will result in a rest in the rhythm tree syntax. Both Choix
is then combined in a Lisp list to conform to the syntax of the subst-rhythm
function. An example of this syntax can be seen below in Figure 9.

Figure 9. OM Listener from Lisp List evaluated six times.
The subst-rhythm function substitutes elements in a rhythm tree. However,
to do this, it requires three pieces of information, the first is, unsurprisingly, a rhythm
tree. The secondly is a list of new items which are substituted (the format of these items
needs to be in the form of a list: hence the above formatting), and finally, a list of positions
which I have chosen to generate using a Markov chain, which can we see in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Rhythmic substitution through Markov selection.
My reasoning behind the application of a Markov chain to generate a list of
positions was due to the nature of the Markov function, which will choose the next value
based on a probability factor. In other words, outputs are dependent upon the last output;
there was less chance of getting a string of repeating values, which would be more likely
if I was to use a truly random function. As we can see in the above patch, the positions
are dependent upon the number of beats which are present in the rhythm tree. This value
is found using the function n-pulses, which calculates the number of pulses in said
rhythm tree; returning that number as its output. This value then goes into a subpatch
labelled ‘Matrix’, and it is within this subpatch that I construct a table known as a
transition matrix. Below in Figure 11, we can see in detail the construction of a Markov
transition matrix in OpenMusic.
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The above Figure shows us that by joining the number of pulses to an arithmser,

which is then scaled to be the sum of 1 using the om-scale/sum; this is then

repeated the same number of times as the elements resulting in a transition matrix, which
we can see within the Om Listener in Figure 11. With these results then passed on to the
Markov1

function, in which it generates an index from this transition matrix.

The whole process is repeated to create a greater number of positions than needed
because despite repetitions being less frequent in Markov chains, they still occur. These
repetitions are removed using the remove-dup function, which removes duplicate
elements from a list. The result is a list of positions which correspond to pulses from the
rhythm tree. The result of all these processes is a rhythm tree generated from compás and
embellished with tuplet rhythms. These rhythm trees can then be chained together using
the concat function, which concatenates two music sequences into a new one (Figure
12). However, because I have not added pitch structures to these sequences, the default
pitch information is a place holder of a continuing C4.
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Figure 12. Concatenated rhythm trees
Once joined together, the various rhythms create a whole phrase. The next stage
is then to generate pitch structures in order to replace the default placeholder.

3

Pitch subpatch operations

The pitch operations in 5 were the result of an experiment with a new approach to pitch
material. The distillation of this new approach can be seen on a page of my sketchbook
(Figure 13). The experiment of the harmonic approach consisted in dealing with how I
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generate harmonic structures, an approach that builds on my modal harmony but merges
with a algorithmic means of extension.

Figure 13. Sketchbook page for the harmonic approach in 5.
Figure 13 shows a working out of the approach, crystallising what it is for myself
and what is required to achieve it. However, for a clearer understanding of the contents
of this page we will refer to a Figure 14, which provides more clearly presentation of the
above information.

Figure 14. Sketchbook example of harmonic approach rewritten
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In the above figure, we can see in more detail how the first level, could be
understood merely as a type of chord interchange (the idesa taken from the compositional
technique of modal interchange) where a chord would change out from a chord sequence
for another. However, rather than a type of chord substitution with which this technique
is associated, the change would be decided via an algorithmic procedure or number series
(such as Fibonacci, fractal, prime or odd numbers). The ‘second level’ of manipulation is
to map this chord sequence onto a trajectory, the idea being that the previous chord
sequence could rise and fall in parallel to a set trajectory which could last for a phrase,
section, or entire length of a work. For 5 I built the chord sequence from a pre-existing
work, and for this source I used an extrapolated chord sequence based on Bach’s BWV
659 Nun komm’ der Heiden Heiland. To conceal this from the listener, I used a hybridised
version of the Bach chords with the singer’s vocal range. Thus, creating a line which was
individualised for each performer. In Figure 15, these two resources can be seen broken
up into the individual vocal parts as separate subpatches.
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Figure 15. Pitch Subpatch for pitch.
Here we can see the vocal ranges subpatch on the left of the side of the patch,
which contains an arithm-ser of each singer's vocal range in midicents (Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Subpatch of Vocal Ranges.
In the above Figure, we can see two examples of these sub patches. However, it
is on the right-hand side of the patch in which we get a list of midicent values to build
from BWV 659 (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Midicent values of BWV 659, Nun komm’ der Heiden Heiland.
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In the above Figure, we can see each singer’s line in midicent values; however, it
is the subpatch hybridise (shown below in Figure 16) in which a hybridised version of
both these resources is created, resulting in a personalised pitch structure for each
singer.ss

Figure 18. Subpatch which hybridise vocal ranges and midicents list.
As we can see from the above Figure, there are two inputs which correspond to
the two types of pitch information resources mentioned previously. The left input is for
singer’s range and the right input is for the vocal lines from the extrapoated Bach chord
sequence. From here the chord sequence is put into numerical sequence using sortlist. A Lisp first

is then used on this new ordered chord sequence to find the lowest
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pitch. The midicent value of this pitch is then subtracted away from all the vocalist’s
ranges (Figure 19).

Figure 19. OM Listener output of subtracted vocal ranges
The results in a list of intervallic differences between the vocal range and the lowest
register of the singer. These intervals differences are then subtracted from the original
midicents list, resulting in a transposed vocal line for each singer based upon their vocal
range (Figure 20).

Figure 20. The bassline from BWV 659 (top) and hybridised Bassline (lower).
The transposed vocal line can now be used as a harmonic reservoir from which we can
then map a trajectory.
Mapping a trajectory to a chord sequence is not an existing function in OpenMusic. While
in rhythmic operations, I could use functions within OpenMusic to perform procedures
in the creation of rhythmic material, this new approach to creating pitch material required
work in the Lisp programming language to get the results I wanted. This working out can
be seen in Figure 21, which shows us two pages of my sketchbook on which we can see
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the different ideas which I had to work through in order to know how to implement this
concept in OpenMusic.

Figure 21. Sketchbook entry for programming trajectory.
In the above figure, we can see the design of the program take shape. However,
what is central to the success of this code is the last line of the second page “numbers
in(put) need to correspond to range”. However, in order to understand what is happening
within the subpatch trajectory mapping, we first need to look at another patch I created
in order to generate trajectories. While I was sketching and coming up with solutions to
the trajectory problem, I was also working in OpenMusic testing out the various ways in
which trajectories data could be represented in an OpenMusic object. Figure 22 shows
us the solution to this data representation through the use a BPF object. The Breakpoints Function is a 2D function constructed from the list of coordinates. I also made
use of another function from the Profile library: bpf-interplox, in which a list of BPF
objects are gathered in a same object and editor.
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Figure 22. Trajectory data.
As shown in Figure 21, the interpolation takes place twice. The first goes from
two contrary trajectories and interpolates them into a pattern as a list of lists which
contains the coordinates corresponding to a list of bpf objects. Starting on the left
sequence is as follows: 25 24 22 20 18 17 14 12 10 12 14 17 18 20 22 24 25, while the right
sequence (1 2 3 4 6 7 9 10 12 10 9 7 6 3 2 1). The number of interpolation steps is 10,
which means it will take 10 steps to go from the first sequence to the second. The result
is a further list of trajectories built from these two sequences (see Figure 23).
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Figure 23. BPF output of trajectories from the first list.
Having created a list of 10 possible trajectories I was interested to see if I could use the
two original sequences to create an additional list of pitch possibilities. Using a further
subpatch which I called distance, which can be seen below in Figure 23, the distance
between the two sequences is used as a resource to create a further two lists.

Figure 24. Transpositions subpatch.
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By using the rotate function on the list I was able to subtract each element of
the two lists from each other, giving me the distance between each point. However,
because the last element of the new list was the starting point the butlast function was
used to remove the last element of the list. The end result was two new lists comprising 1 -2 -2 -2 -1 -3 -2 -2 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 1 and 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 -2 -1 -2 -1 -3 -1 -1. These two
sequences were then interpolated like before to create another to create a second list of
trajectories which can be seen below in Figure 24.

Figure 25. BPF output of trajectories from the second list.
Once these two BPF-LIB objects where locked, they could then be copied into
the trajectory mapping subpatch, shown below in Figure 26. Once pasted into the
trajectory mapping subpatch, these two objects can be used like any other object within
the subpatch.
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Figure 26. Trajectory mapping subpatch.
Using the lisp-nth function on the BPF-LIB, I was able to select a single
trajectory from the BPF list; this trajectory is then sent through the om-scale function
which scales the trajectory to the length of possible pitches. For this number, we first
need to look at the red Lisp Function box on the left-hand side of the patch. 84 As we
can see above the far left input which leads to the Lisp Function is bringing a chord
sequence from the previous subpatch. The integer eleven can also be seen going into the
Lisp Function.

However, to understand how both these inputs are processed within

the Lisp Function we must look at Figure 27, in which we can see the code which
makes up the function.

In OpenMusic for writing a function or procedure in Common lisp code which is to be internal to
a patch is accomplished by using the lisp function.
84
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Figure 27. Lisp function box in OpenMusic to implement Lisp Code.
From the Figure above we can see that each note of the chord sequence is taken
and increased a specified amount, in this example, the increase is by 100. As we the chord
sequence is in midicents then 100 midicents is equal to one semitone. As the function
being performed is a type of loop the number of times in which this operation is
performed is input on the right input (in this case eleven times). Therefore the output of
this Lisp function will be eleven lists each which rises a semitone with each iteration,
plus the original list. Consequently, from a starting chord sequence of seventeen pitches
we now have a possible two hundred and four. It is then the total of these lists which
become the scaling number for which the om-scale will adjust the trajectories.
However, because the output of the lisp function returns a function, we need to use
an nth function in lambda mode in order to make the data readable for other functions.
In this case, it is the mapcar function which will take the output of both operations.
Mapcar

takes the trajectory data and applies to the first element of each list. The result is

now a chord sequence which corresponds to a trajectory.
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The final step in this pitch generation process is to make sure that the output of
the pitch subpatch corresponds to the same number of pulses from the rhythm subpatch.
This is achieved by having the n-pulses function input into the pitch subpatch, which
we can see in Figure 28.

Figure 28. The operation for removing surplus pitches
We can see the input of the number of pulses on the right-hand side of the figure.
This number is then divided by the length of the chord sequence and then rounded up
(using om-round) to provide a whole number for which to run the repeat-n function.
The output of the repeat-n will either be the exact number of pitch information needed
or too much; depending upon the totals of the rhythmic subpatch and the chord sequence.
Therefore, in order to remove the surplus pitch information, I then take away the total
length of the repeat-n output from the number of pulses needed. I can then use the
butlast

function to return a copy of the list without the last element, repeating this

operation the same amount of times as is the difference between the pulses needed and
pitch information generated, thus providing the exact number of pitches needed to
supersede the placeholder pitches from the rhythm subpatch.
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Combining vocal parts

Looking back to the introduction and to Figure 1, we can see that the outputs of these
two operations (for rhythmic and pitch information) are then combined in a voice
object box which can be used in the final stage of operations. This process is repeated for
each singer with the results saved by locking a voice object box which stored the rhythmic
and pitch structure for the vocal line. Combining the four voice objects into a second
object known as a Poly using an x-append function, which appends lists together to
form a new list (Figure 28).

Figure 29. POLY box of appended vocal lines.
In the case above, we can see an inlet for each voice boxes in the x-append
function, leading to the POLY object which then expresses the four voice objects as a
single object made of a superimposition of VOICE objects. The final step is to take the
music out of the OpenMusic digital environment to a typesetting software by using the
export-musicxml

function. The way in which this function is used to to first attach it

the the first outlet of the Poly. Doing this will mean that all the musical information held
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within the Poly box object is then processed into a .XML file which can then be found
in the out-files folder of the OpenMusic workspace.

Figure 30 export-musicxml function within an OpenMusic patch

